IN THE BEGINNING

This collection of essays arrives at one conclusion – the only reason for the human experience is to achieve oneness with God i.e. enlightenment, which is defined as walking on water and healing by the touch.

And there are scientific facts that support that ability. Toward that end the first step in our understanding is that there are two dimensional energies – these energies pre-date the hard three dimensional realm that we experience as “reality”. The “reality” of 2-D is far more vast than this 3-D corporal universe.

Then we find that our matter is mostly space – so much so, that it is hard to understand why we can not simply walk through walls.

But, obviously here, where we are is real and hard – why? That answer has to do with Rupert Sheldrake’s morphogenic fields i.e. morphic fields, which we find to be electromagnetic torroids (donuts) in nature.

Then there is the root nature of the 2-D energies i.e. the Anu, which is the first name of God in the ancient texts. The Anu is God or always connected to God – in harmony with her wishes on a micro-second basis. The attached drawing shows the Anus in their own cells within the honeycomb ether/aether. In actuality there is an empty cell in the honeycomb between each Anu, this is explained in full later.

In order to really understand all of these essays, one must get through the 2-D bit and grasp it. Then all the rest of this gets very simple. All, of course, governed by the one rule, “like attracts like”, which ultimately explains everything.

Happy studies

Blessings,

The Cowboy
PREFACE

THE NATURE OF MAN MUST CHANGE.

THIS WAS SUPPOSEDLY STATED BY STEPHEN HAWKING, PhD., THE FAMOUS PHYSICIST.

I LIKE TO SAY THAT WE WERE NOT PUT HERE TO PROCREATE AND POLLUTE THE PLANET, WHICH IS WHAT WE ARE DOING - OUR NATURE MUST CHANGE.

SO, THIS COMPILED ESSAYS, COMPILED AND WRITTEN BY A REAL COWBOY & AMATEUR PHYSICIST, DOES JUST EXACTLY THAT - PROPOSES THAT MAN CAN CHANGE HIS NATURE BY TAKING DIRECT INJECTIONS OF GOD.

NOW DAYS, THE NATURE OF MAN IS AS A MATERIALISTIC, COMPETITIVE, WAR LIKE, SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST BEAST, WHICH BY STUDYING THE SURFACE WAYS OF MOTHER NATURE AROUND US, SEEMS TO BE THE WAY THIS PLANET IS INTENDED TO OPERATE. UNFORTUNATELY THESE WAYS OF MODERN MAN ARE TOTALLY CONTRARY TO MOTHER NATURE, BECAUSE WITHOUT DOUBT, WE ARE KILLING THE PLANET.

OUR COMPETITIVE RECORD WITH MOTHER NATURE RUNS LIKE THIS: OVER THE LAST SEVERAL MILLION YEARS OF EARTH'S RECORDS THAT HAVE BEEN DUG UP, THEY CONFIRM THAT ONE SPECIES OF MAMMAL HAS GONE EXTINCT EVERY 27 YEARS. NOW, WE ARE KILLING FIVE SPECIES OF MAMMALS EVERY WEEK VS. ONE EVERY 27 YEARS. AND, THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE THE MUCH LARGER NUMBERS OF PLANT AND INSECT SPECIES, THE BASIS OF THE FOOD CHAIN, THAT WE ARE KILLING OFF EVERY WEEK. THIS PLANET WILL BE UNINHABITABLE IF WE CONTINUE IN THIS WAY.

WE ARE ONLY NOW LEARNING FROM THE INDIGENOUS PEOPLES THE TRUE CUSTODIANS OF NATURE, THAT THEY, THE SAVAGES, HAVE OR HAD IT RIGHT. WE'VE ALMOST KILLED OFF THESE "SAVAGES" AND THEIR CULTURE, TOO.

IF WE ACCEPT THE CONCEPT OF THE BIG BANG OF CREATION, THEN WE HAVE TO ACCEPT THAT THE FIRST 'ENTITY' HERE WAS SPACE - NOTHING. IF THE BIG BANG CAME OUT OF NOTHING, THEN THAT NOTHING CAUSED IT. SO, WE CAN BLAME THIS WHOLE ENTIRE THING ON NOTHING.

AS A PRACTICAL MATTER, WE CAN EASILY SEE THAT SPACE OR NOTHING IS IN THE MAJORITY HERE. IF WE LOOK AT THE DISTANCES BETWEEN PLANETS, SOLAR SYSTEMS, GALAXIES, ATOMS, MOLECULES, PROTONS AND NEUTRONS, SPACE IS THE DOMINATE COMPONENT OF EVERYTHING - NOTHING. THEREFORE, SPACE IS THE FIRST FORM OF GOD.

AND, THAT IS WHAT THIS BOOK TALKS ABOUT: COMING INTO HARMONY WITH SPACE, THE LOVING, LIVING, TOLERANT, NURTURING, ACCEPTING, FEMALE FORM OF GOD.

THE HARD SCIENTIFIC, MEDICAL & DIETARY FACTS AND SOME OF THE MORE ESOTERIC RELIGIOUS PRECEPTS ARE FOUND TO BE IN COMPLETE HARMONY HEREIN. AND, COWBOY LEAD PIPE LOGIC & HUMOR IS USED TO PROVE THAT WE CAN, IN FACT, TAKE DIRECT INJECTIONS OF GOD - LOVING AND HEALING INJECTIONS OF SPACE. AND, MAYBE WE CAN CHANGE THE NATURE OF MAN – A LOGICAL METHOD OF DOING THIS IS HERE:

INCLUDING THE BIG QUESTION: HOW WILL IT FEEL?
INTRODUCTION

THE ATTACHED INFORMATION CONTAINS NUMEROUS SCIENTIFIC TRUTHS AND THEORIES (& PROBABLY SOME MISTAKES), BUT AT THE END OF THE DAY THE WHOLE THING ADDS UP TO A NEW WAY OF LOOKING AT THE WORLD AROUND US.

THE THREE MAIN CONCEPTS HEREIN THAT WILL BE DIFFICULT TO GRASP ARE: THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL (2-D) INITIAL NATURE OF THINGS, THEN THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF MATTER, MORPHIC FIELDS, AND THE ROOT CAUSE OF ALL THIS, THE RULE: "LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE". SO, I'LL TRY TO GET YOU STARTED ON THESE IDEAS, HOPING THAT A GREATER UNDERSTANDING CAN BE GLEANED FROM THIS MATERIAL.

TWO-DIMENSIONS (2-D) IS JUST LIKE A PIECE OF PAPER, HAVING LENGTH AND WIDTH BUT NO THICKNESS OR HAVING X & Y COMPONENTS BUT NO Z AXIS. TRUTHFULLY, NOTHING IS ABSOLUTELY TWO-DIMENSIONAL; HOWEVER, IN RELATION TO THE SIZE OF A HOUSE THE PIECE OF PAPER IS TRULY 2-D BECAUSE THE THICKNESS OF THE PAPER LITERALLY CAN NOT BE MEASURED WITH THE SAME INSTRUMENTS USED TO MEASURE A HOUSE; AND THE SAME EXTENDS TO THE 2-D NATURE OF OUR SOLAR SYSTEM IN RELATION TO THE GALAXY ETC. SO, WHEN YOU THINK ABOUT IT, IF THIS UNIVERSE STARTED FROM THE BIG BANG WHICH BEGAN AT SOME POINT AND THAT POINT HAD NO-DIMENSIONS (O-D); SO, 2-D IS A RATHER COMPLEX SYSTEM BY COMPARISON. THIS LEAVES 3-D AS BEING VIRTUALLY UNFATHOMABLE TO ALL EXCEPT FOLKS LIKE EINSTEIN. SINCE COWBOYS (LIKE THIS WRITER) CAN'T WEAR THEIR HAIR LIKE THAT, A SIMPLER SYSTEM HAD TO PRESENT ITSELF.

ANYWAY, LOGICALLY, THE ENERGY (OF MATTER AND EVERYTHING) MUST HAVE FORMED ITSELF FIRST IN 2-D SIMPLY BECAUSE 3-D WAS OUTSIDE THE REALM OF UNDERSTANDING AT THAT POINT. AND, AS A PRACTICAL MATTER, WITHIN THE VASTNESS OF SPACE, THE BIG BANG WOULD HAVE TO HAVE GONE ON FOR SOME TIME BEFORE ANY DIMENSIONS AT ALL COULD HAVE BEEN REGISTERED. THE FIRST ENERGY SYSTEM APPEARS TO BE THE ANU/EGG (DRAWING ATTACHED). THIS SYSTEM ABSOLUTELY HAS 3-D, HOWEVER THE SYSTEM ITSELF DOESN'T KNOW THIS - IT ONLY REACTS OR OPERATES IN A 2-D MANNER. FURTHER, IN ORDER TO HAVE A 2-D SYSTEM, THERE MUST BE GAPS OR SPACES BETWEEN THE COMPONENTS OF THAT 2-D SYSTEM.


NOW THE DIFFICULT PART OF 2-D: IF THIS IS TRUE, THEN VIA RESONANCE OR MIRRORING, WE, EACH AND EVERYONE OF US, ARE
REFLECTED THROUGHOUT THE UNIVERSE, AS IS EVERYTHING ELSE. THIS Requires A GREAT DEAL OF RE-THINKING AND A DIFFERENT VISION.

SO, HOW DO WE LOOK IN 2-D? PROBABLY LIKE AN EGG/ANU, WHICH, OF COURSE, IS 3-D, BUT THE ANU ITSELF AND SPACE ONLY SEE IT AS A 2-D THING. OUR 2-D FIELD CAN MIRROR OFF OR REFLECT VIRTUALLY ANYWHERE WHICH THE REMOTE VIEWERS/OUT OF BODY EXPERIENCES HAVE PROVEN (LOOK INTO THE MONROE INSTITUTE IN VIRGINIA - BOOKS BY ROBERT MONROE). SO, THIS 2-D FIELD BECOMES UBQUITOUS - EVERYWHERE ALL THE TIME, AS WE'LL SEE HEREIN - IT IS CALLED THE UNIFORM FIELD CONCEPT.

MORPHIC FIELDS ARE THE 3-D OUT-GROWTH OF THE 2-D SYSTEMS. THE ENERGY OF A 3-D SYSTEM HAS TO BE BUILT FROM A 2-D SYSTEM. FROM LOGIC, TESTING AND OBSERVATION IT IS QUITE CLEAR THAT 3-D ENERGIES TAKE THE SHAPE OF DONUTS OR TORROIDS AND THAT THESE TORROIDAL ENERGIES ARE THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS AND PROBABLY ALL MATTER. THIS CONCEPT IS DEVELOPED MORE FULLY HEREIN AS THE UNIFORM FIELD CONCEPT. AND A MUCH GREATER REALIZATION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF MORPHIC FIELDS CAN BE GLEANED FROM RUPERT SHELDRAKE'S BOOK, THE PRESENCE OF THE PAST, WHICH IS A MASTER PIECE OF SCIENTIFIC OBSERVATIONS AND TRUTH.

FINALLY: OBVIOUSLY ALL OF THESE THINGS HAD TO COME ABOUT FROM ONE ROOT IDEA - IN THE BEGINNING I DOUBT THAT THERE WAS MORE THAN ONE CONCEPT ON THE LOOSE. AND THAT CONCEPT HAD TO BE: WHO AM I?; OR I AM: ___WHAT?__; WHICH BECAME “I AM, THAT I AM”. THE RESULT OF THIS SEARCH FOR CONSCIOUSNESS RESULTED IN THE RULE: “LIKE ATTRACTIONS LIKE” WHICH IS WHY ALL THINGS SPIN. IN OTHER WORDS, IF SOMETHING HAS AN AFFINITY FOR IT'S LIKENESS, THEN IT WILL WIND UP JOINING BACK UP WITH ITSELF, THUS, SPIN, THEN MIRRORING OR REFLECTIONS OF THE SELF – MORE MIRRORING - THIS IS PROVEN BY BELL’S THEOREM, WHICH IS NOT A THEORY, BUT AN EXPERIMENTALLY PROVEN FACT.

SO, WE ENTER THE WORLD OF THE 2-D UNIFORM FIELD, WHERE EVERYTHING IS THE SAME AND OUR EXPERIENCE IS JUST A DREAM.
LIGHT IS A COMPOSED OF PHOTONS WHICH HAVE THE SHAPE OF AN OVOID (3-
DIMENSIONAL OVAL) AND HAVE BOTH LEFT AND RIGHT HANDED SPIN WITHIN.

THIS LITTLE BIT OF ENERGY HAS THE FOLLOWING NAMES: THE ANU (THIS
FROM THE ANCIENT VEDAS); THE U.P.A. (ULTIMATE PHYSICAL ATOM THIS
FROM THE BOOK OCCULT CHEMISTRY BY RESANT & LEADBETTER); A QUARK
(THIS FROM MODERN QUANTUM MECHANICS - BEING THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF
PROTONS & NEUTRONS); ELECTRONS; THE LINGAM (THIS OVOID IS WORSHIPPED
AS THE MOST SACRED SHAPE IN HINDUISM I.E AS THE SHAPE THROUGH WHICH
ENERGY PASSES AS IT GOES FROM FORMLESSNESS TO FORM AND THE
REVERSE); THE MERKABA (THIS IS THE ANCIENT EGYPTIAN VEHICLE OF
LIGHT!); ENZYMES (ARE REFERRED TO BY DR. GABRIEL COUSENS AS SUBTLE
ORGANIZING ENERGY FIELDS (SOEP'S) - CAPABLE OF REGENERATING THE
BODY - OBVIOUSLY HAVING INTELLIGENCE); BUBBLES (MR. HARRY PALMER
THE FOUNDER OF THE AVATAR MOVEMENT REFERS TO ALL THOUGHT FORMS &
THINGS AS BELIEF BUBBLES) AND THE VARIOUS TERMS USED IN PHYSICS:
WAVELET, SCALAR WAVE PACKET, PULSE OF TIME ETC.

WOULDN'T IT BE NICE TO HAVE JUST ONE NAME. ANYWAY IT'S JUST ALL
LIGHT.
Dear BEMI Study Group Member:

Yes, BEMI is still in existence. No, I haven’t fallen off the face of the earth. Yes, I’ve gotten your phone messages on the answering machine. And yes, you’re still welcome at BEMI meetings. Actually, for those of you who have called and left messages on my machine, please accept my sincere apologies as I’ve been working so hard and so long lately that I’ve only been able to review the machine messages once or twice a week! Some nights, I literally don’t get home till after midnight and by that time it’s far too late to return calls. I’ve been very busy both in Reno and in Carson City because of a growing practice in sleep disorders medicine.

The 25th meeting of the BEMI study group, will be on Saturday 10 January 1998. As usual, the meeting will start at 9:00 a.m. and will be at the office of Dr. Sid Zinneman (directions below). I apologize for not having meetings in September, October, November, or December!

In preparation for inviting a well-respected researcher in bioelectromagnetics to give a more detailed lecture on the subject, I will be the lecturer for the 25th meeting. I plan to be speaking about the same topic that I gave a workshop on in Denver, Colorado in October. As a matter of fact, this is part of the reason, along with my work, that I’ve been so busy lately and unable to “get together” another BEMI meeting. For this I apologize. Later on (hopefully in March or February 1999) I will try to get Vern Rogen out here from Boulder, Colorado to speak to us in greater detail about bioelectromagnetics. My lecture will consist of a slide presentation on the general area of bioelectromagnetics (much of which I learned from Vern Rogen and some of which I developed myself). I will discuss the interaction of living beings and electromagnetic energy from three different perspectives:

1) Outside-Inside, which refers to the effects of outside electromagnetic fields upon internal physiological processes. Examples of this would be the effects of power lines, video display terminals, or magnets on health. *Morphic fields.*

2) Inside-Inside, which refers to the very complex spatial-temporal patterns of naturally occurring, internally generated electromagnetic fields and electric currents upon other internal processes such as embryonic growth and development. For instance, I have read that the spatial extent and pattern of the electromagnetic field surrounding a chicken egg determines how the chicken will grow. It has been said that the chicken literally "grows into" this field but no larger, i.e. it grows to the limits set by the field. It becomes the size and shape of a chicken (determined by the boundary of the field) and does not grow to the size of an elephant.

3) Inside-Outside, which refers to (again) internally generated electromagnetic fields (such as the magnetencephalogram) detectable in the space surrounding an organism and how such fields may function in social interactions (like the so-called 6th sense) or less well accepted phenomena (such as telepathy) or laying-on of hands healing. I will especially enjoy talking about how I have detected very weak patterns of magnetic fields associated with therapeutic touch using a magnetically shielded room and a SQUID magnetometer. I plan to release all this to the concept of bioelectromagnetic signals conveying information that is vital to the functioning of a living organism.

It’s been a while and I look forward to seeing you again on Saturday January 10th 1998!\n
Sincerely yours,

Dr. John T. Zinneman,

Sincerely yours,

Dr. John T. Zinneman,
THE PRIMARY THRUST OF THIS ESSAY IS THAT COHERENT (TWO-DIMENSIONAL) ENERGY HAS ANOMALOUS HEALING ABILITIES (WHY?) AND THAT HOLOGRAMS WITHIN THE ‘ALL PERVERSIVE FIELD/ETHER’ ARE ANUS.

THIS IS MY FAVORITE SUBJECT THESE DAYS. THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS IT. YOU ALL, WE HAVEN’T SPOKEN, SO, PLEASE FORGIVE ME IF SOME OF THIS IS TRIVIAL FOR YOU. BUT, I’M SURE YOU’LL FIND THE POSSIBILITY OF RESURRECTING DEAD TISSUE/DNA INTERESTING. SO, IN HERE IS A THEORY AS TO JUST HOW THAT IS POSSIBLE.


RESONANCE HAS NUMEROUS SYNONYMOUS MEANINGS: HARMONY, RHYTHM, LIKE ATTRACTIONS LIKE WHICH MANIFESTS AS THE OBSERVED PHENOMENA CALLED "GRAIN GROWTH" IN MECHANICS OF MATERIALS, BIRDS OF A FEATHER FLOCK TOGETHER, WHAT GOES AROUND COMES AROUND, THE GOLDEN RULE, BE CAREFUL WHAT YOU WISH FOR YOU MAY GET IT, THE FIRST RULE OF METAPHYSICS: "NOTHING UNREAL EXISTS", THE MIRRORING OBSERVED IN DNA MITOSIS, (MY BELIEF IS THAT SUPER STRING THEORY IN PHYSICS IS INCLUSIVE HEREIN) ETC.

TO ADDRESS THE “OBSERVED” EFFECT OF OPPOSITES ATTRACT, WITH REFERENCE TO THE NORTH AND SOUTH ENDS OF MAGNETS, THE NORTH AND SOUTH END STICK TOGETHER BECAUSE THE ENERGY FIELDS MATCH UP OR ARE COHERENT WITH ONE ANOTHER – THUS, LIKE ATTRACTS LIKE IN THIS CASE, ALSO.


THE IMPLICATE ORDER: IS A DAVID BOHM (EINSTEIN’S PROTEGE’) THEORY THAT THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE IS PERMEATED BY A SCALAR MATRIX. IN-OTHER-WORDS, AN INFINITE HONEYCOMB. THIS FROM THE BOOK "WHOLENESS AND THE IMPLICATE AND EXPPLICATE ORDER". APPARENTLY THERE IS A BUDDHIST BELIEF THAT IS IN CONSORT WITH THE IMPLICATE ORDER, AND A CHANNELLED SETH BOOK BY JANK ROBERTS CONTAINS A NEARLY IDENTICAL DESCRIPTION. BASICALLY, I LOOK AT THE IMPLICATE ORDER AS BEING THE SCREEN ONTO WHICH “REALITY” IS PROJECTED OR THE ETHER/ALL PERVERSIVE FIELD.
BOHM THEORISED THAT EACH HONEYCOMB PACKET CONTAINS A WAVELET OF MULTIPLE VIBRATIONS WITH DIFFERENT AMPLITUDES AND FREQUENCIES. MY THEORY, AND THAT OF OTHERS, IS THAT EACH (OR POSSIBLY EVERY OTHER) PACKET CONTAINS AN ANU.

THE ANU IS A PIEZOELECTRIC PACKET THAT CONTAINS BOTH LEFT AND RIGHT HAND SPIN, THE OVERALL SHAPE OF WHICH IS AN OVOID. THE SPIN GOING UP THE MIDDLE LOOKS JUST LIKE DNA, THEN AS THIS SPIN REACHES THE END AND HEADS BACK, IT'S SPIN DIRECTION IS REVERSED (PROBABLY AUTOMATICALLY). PLEASE REFER TO THE ATTACHED DRAWING WHICH ALWAYS SEEN TO MANIFEST WITH AN EXACT MIRROR IMAGE. THE ANU WAS FIRST DESCRIBED AND PICTURED BY ANNIE BESANT AND CHARLES LEADBETTER IN THEIR GROUND BREAKING BOOK, "OCCULT CHEMISTRY"; WHEREIN THE ULTIMATE PHYSICAL ATOM (UPA/ANU) IS SAID TO SPIN VERY FAST AND PULSATE. IT IS A FACT - IN 3-D, WHERE THERE IS SPIN THERE IS WAVE FORMS AND VISTA VERSA.

HOWEVER, IT IS POSSIBLE TO HAVE A COHERENT 2-D FIELD THAT DOES NOT EMIT NOISE (WAVE FORMS) - A RESISTOR FORMED IN THE SHAPE OF A MOBIUS LOADED AT 180 DEGREES DOES NOT CREATE NOISE!!

AS IT TURNS OUT: OUR UNIVERSE HAS GALAXIES THAT APPEAR TO FORM A DNA LOOKING STRUCTURE THROUGH THE MIDDLE - MAYBE THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE IS IN THE SHAPE OF AN ANU (IT SURE SEEMS THAT WAY). THE HUBBLE ALSO FOUND ANOTHER OVOID SHAPED UNIVERSE THAT APPEARS TO BE A MIRROR OF THIS ONE; AND, DURING THE SAME MONTH LAST SUMMER, AT CERN THEY FOUND THAT SUB-QUARKS HAVE EXACTLY THE SAME STRUCTURE AND SHAPE AS QUARKS (THIS WHEN THEY WERE ABLE TO SMASH A PHOTON INTO AN ANTI-PHOTON). THE HUMAN AURA IS OFTEN FIGURED AS AN ANU AND IT IS OVOID. ETC., ETC., THUS, I BELIEVE THAT PROTONS ARE ANUS (PARTICULARLY WHEN ONE CONSIDERS BELL'S THEOREM) AS WELL AS EVERY OTHER SUB-ATOMIC PARTICLE. SO, MAYBE WE HAVE ANUS WITHIN ANUS WITHIN ANUS, BUT EACH OF THEM NESTED IN AN IMPLICATE ORDER, SOMETHING LIKE THE ATTACHED DRAWING.

THE OVOID (ANU SHAPE) IS THE MOST SACKED SHAPE IN HINDUISM AND IS WORSHIPPED AC THE SHAPE THROUGH WHICH ENERGY PASSES AS IT GOES FROM FORMLESSNESS TO FORM AND VISA VERSA.

FURTHER, THE HINDU TRINITY IS BRAHMA, VISHNU AND SHIVA: BRAHMA IS SPACE AND EVERYTHING WITHIN IT; VISHNU IS THE PRESERVER OF FORM AND IS DESCRIBED AS BEING RIGHT HANDED SPIN (AND PROBABLY CENTRIFUGAL); AND SHIVA IS THE DESTROYER OF FORM AND ECO AND IS DESCRIBED AS BEING LEFT HANDED SPIN (OBSVIOUSLY CENTRIFUGAL). Thus, the ANU CONTAINS THE HINDU TRINITY.

REGARDING THE EXPANDING (CENTRIFUGAL) OR CONTRACTING (CENTRIPETAL) NATURE OF SPIN IT IS BEST TO REFER TO THE WORK OF VICTOR SCHAUERGER.

NOW, WHEN ENERGY FIRST NAMED TO FORM ITSELF, IT MUST HAVE DONE SO IN TWO DIMENSIONS BECAUSE IT DIDN'T KNOW
THREE. SO, THE ANUS MIRRORED OFF WITHIN THE IMPLICATE ORDER FIRST IN TWO DIMENSIONS. WE FIND THE EVIDENCE OF THIS IN DNA, SUPERCONDUCTORS, DEVELOPING FETUSES, RADIONICS AND NEBULAE CONDENSING INTO SOLAR SYSTEMS.

ALL COHERENT ENERGIES ARE ESSENTIALLY TWO DIMENSIONAL. GRANTED ONE SLICE OF THE HONEYCOMB AND A SOLAR SYSTEM HAVE A THIRD DIMENSION BUT WITHIN THE OVERALL SYSTEM THEY ARE TWO DIMENSIONAL. THEREFORE, ONE CAN LOOK AT LASERS, STANDING COLUMNAR SPIN (LIKE DNA), QUANTUM WAVES, LINEAR DEFORMATIONS AND THE ANU ITSELF AS BEING TWO DIMENSIONAL.

2-D EXAMPLES: OBVIOUSLY A SOLAR SYSTEM IS TWO DIMENSIONAL WHEN COMPARED TO A NEBULA. THE FIRST FOUR CELLS OF A FETUS HOLD THEMSELVES IN TWO DIMENSIONS WHEN YOU WOULD THINK THAT THEY WOULD BALL UP. (AT LEAST IN THE HUMAN FETUS THE BALLING AND GENETIC DIFFERENTIATION DOES NOT OCCUR UNTIL THE BLASTULA LEVEL WHICH LOOKS LIKE AN ANU). AND, ONE SCIENTIFIC DESCRIPTION OF SUPERCONDUCTORS IS THAT THEY ARE, "QUANTUM OSCILLATORS RESONANTLY PHASE LOCKED INTO TWO DIMENSIONS" ALA DR. HAL FUTTER. AND, A RESONATE PHASE LOCK IS A COHERENT SCALAR WAVE.

2-D LIGHT: COHERENT LIGHT: MONOCHROMATIC COLOUR & UV AND POLARISED LIGHT DO AMAZING THINGS: THE FOLLOWING COMES FROM A REPORT BY CHRIS LEVINE OF THE LONDON TIMES (SUNDAY EDITION) WHILE COVERING THE "LIGHT '98, BRITAIN'S FIRST-EVER ALL-COMERS CONFERENCE ON THE SUBJECT."

DR. DINSHAH GHDIALI, OUT OF INDIA, BECAME KNOWN AS JUST DINSHAH:

"Among Dinshah's adherents was Dr. Kate Baldwin, chief surgeon at the Philadelphia Woman's Hospital, who wrote of his method in 1926: "After nearly 37 years of active hospital and private practice in medicine and surgery, I can produce quicker and more accurate results with colours than with any or all other methods combined, and with less strain on the patient. In many cases, the functions have been restored after the classical remedies have failed.

"Of course, surgery is necessary in some cases, but the results will be quicker and better if colour is used before and after operations. Sprains, bruises and traumas of all sorts respond to colour as to no other treatment. Injury conditions yield regardless of the specific organisms. Cardiac lesions, asthma, hay fever, pneumonia and inflammatory conditions of the eyes, corneal ulcers, glaucoma and cataracts are relieved by the treatment."

CONTINUING FROM CHRIS LEVINE'S REPORT, REGARDING ULTRA-VIOLET (UV) LIGHT:

"...Dr. Emmitt Knott's Haemo-Irradiation Machine... consisted of extracting a little of the patient's blood, irradiating it with UV light, then reinfusing it - just that. Knott's machine was taken up by several hospitals in and
around Philadelphia and by 1947, close to 80,000 patients had been treated, ... success rates ... ranging from 50% to 80%. The more serious included pericardial sepsis (ever after childbirth), peritonitis, advanced toxemia, viral pneumonia, two kinds of encephalitis, poliomyelitis and herpes simplex (a viral disorder that is frequently recurrent). In several cases, the Knott technique succeeded where the new wonder drugs — ... — had nearly failed."

ON POLARIZED LIGHT:

"Dr. Marta Fenyo of Budapest, and John Stephenson, of Prunley, Surrey, (CLEARVISION INTERNATIONAL) believe they have the future of light medicine in their hands: polarized light."

"Fenyo also ran some treatment trials on dogs ... All she did this time was to light-irratal a tiny portion of extracted blood, then put it back. ... But the dogs! Before, miserable. After, running, barking.

"An exuberant pioneer outside the lab, she has done all sorts of polarized light: cured mastitis in a herd of cows; improved the germination percentages in a range of agricultural seeds; upped the survival rate, by 30%, of piglets on a local farm; and improved, by a factor of five, the efficiency of a bacteria-based sewage system. Between times, she runs her clinic, treating acne, psoriasis, sports injuries — about 20,000 patients to date."

POLARIZED LIGHT IS LIGHT IN WHICH THE ELECTROMAGNETIC VIBRATIONS TAKE PLACE IN ONE PLANE AND IS THEREFORE 2-D.

AND NOW, BACK TO THE FUTURE; YES SIR, BEST I CAN TELL IS THAT WHAT GOES AROUND COME AROUND:

"This is weird. Here we are, back at Light '98, at Reading. The speaker is a big lady-bear of a scientist, Professor Kira Samoilova, head of photobiology at the Russian Academy of Sciences, St Petersburg. Well, look at that! It's old Emmett Knott's Haemo-Irradiation Machine! But more modern. ... more than a million people treated in Russia, instantaneous effects, mentions of cancer and of viral disease ...

"... she said, "so fast, we can't measure how fast... We take 2% of blood from an ill patient, irradiate it, put it back, and the whole of the patient's blood is instantly changed.

"no, UV blood irradiation is not used as a sole treatment for serious disease in Russia. "With lung cancer, gastro-intestinal, breast cancer, it's used after chemotherapy and radiotherapy to restore immune competence," she explained. "Parallel studies show a large benefit. Also with some viral diseases, hepatitis. With AIDS, it reduces background symptoms." But, yes, it is used as sole therapy, she said, for viral pneumonias, duodenal and stomach ulcers, and for detoxing addicts, alcoholics. "You smoke? We cure you in half an hour."

MONOCROMATIC LIGHT IS COHERENT LIGHT I.E. ALL THE SAME, HAVING THE SAME FREQUENCY AND THE SAME PHASE BUT NOT NECESSARILY
POLARISED; SO, POLARISED LIGHT IS 2-D IN A DIFFERENT WAY, THE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC COMPONENTS ARE ORDERED INTO PARALLEL PLANES (LEAVING GAPS BETWEEN). THESE ENERGIES ARE BIO-STIMULATORS, LIFE ENHANCING, VERY SUPPORTIVE OF THE IMMUNE SYSTEM(S).

THIS LEADS ME TO A THEORY THAT SHOULD BE CHECKED OUT:

THE EMOTIONAL, ELECTROMAGNETIC & PARTICULATE POLLUTION IN OUR ATMOSPHERE IS PROBABLY DESTROYING AN IMPORTANT 2-D NATURE OF SUN LIGHT THE RESULT OF WHICH IS THAT MANY WILD ANIMALS ARE BECOMING LESS Able TO FIGHT OFF DISEASE:

SEALS ARE DYING IN THE NORTH SEA OF A VIRUS THAT THEY HAVE HAD FOR AGES BUT THEIR IMMUNE SYSTEM HAS KEPT IT AT BAY UNTIL RECENTLY. FROGS AND OTHER AMPHIBIANS ARE DYING ALL OVER THE PLANET WITH MANY SPECIES GOING EXTINCT - IT'S CONCEIVABLE THAT THESE BUG EYED CRITTERS GATHERED IN A LOT OF ENERGY FROM THE SUN.

JOHN O'TT SHOWED LONG AGO THAT CERTAIN NATIVES CONTRACTED CANCER WHEN THEY ADOPTED THE GREAT WHITE EXPLORER'S HABIT OF WEARING DARK SUN GLASSES. AND, OF COURSE, THEIR HEALTH RETURNED WHEN THEY LOST THE COOL SHADES.

MORE 2-D, FROM THE LONDON DAILY TELEGRAPH, AUGUST 13, 1998 IN THE CONNECTED SECTION:

"NANO-TECH BREAKTHROUGH"

SCIENTISTS HAVE COME UP WITH A SIMPLE, PREDICTABLE AND HIGHLY PRECISE PROCESS FOR CAUSING MOLECULES IN SOLUTION TO ASSEMBLE THEMSELVES INTO TWO-DIMENSIONAL CRYSTALS WITH PRE-PROGRAMMED FEATURES.

THE WORK OF NEW YORK UNIVERSITY CHEMIST NADRIAN SEEMAN AND ERIK WINFREE, OF THE CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, IS REGARDED AS A SIGNIFICANT ADVANCE IN NANO-TECHNOLOGY - SCIENTISTS' EFFORTS TO CONTROL THE DETAILED STRUCTURE OF MATTER ON THE FINEST POSSIBLE SCALE.

SUCH SELF-ASSEMBLY, IN THIS CASE USING DNA MOLECULES, PRESENTS A "BOTTOM-UP" APPROACH TO THE FABRICATION OF OBJECTS SPECIFIED WITH NANOMETER PRECISION.

THE TEAM EXPLOITED A KEY FEATURE OF DNA - ITS ABILITY TO ASSOCIATE WITH AND RECOGNISE OTHER DNA MOLECULES - TO MAKE MOLECULAR TILES.

BY: ROGER HIGFIELD "

WHY IS IT THAT DNA WILL AUTOMATICALLY ASSEMBLE ITSELF IN 2-D? MAYBE BECAUSE THAT IS ITS TRUE, PRIMORDIAL FORM.

A SIMPLISTIC WAY OF LOOKING AT THINGS, BUT THE TRUTH IS THAT THEY ARE TWO DIMENSIONAL. IF THE ROOT NATURE OF THINGS WAS 3-D, THEN WE WOULDN'T SEE ANY FLAT 2-D SYSTEMS WHAT-SO-EVER, LET ALONE THOSE THAT ARE ABLE "TO ASSEMBLE THEMSELVES". EACH FLAT SYSTEM HAS TO BE SEPARATED BY A GAP WHICH HAS ITS OWN TYPE OF REGENERATIVE ENERGY AS WILL BECOME MORE CLEAR HEREIN.
IT APPEARS THAT THE WAY THESE TWO DIMENSIONAL CONSTRUCTS MANIFEST THE ILLUSION OF THREE DIMENSIONS IS BY MIRRORING OFF INTO ANOTHER LARGER CIRCLE CREATING A DONUT SHAPED TOROID. PLEASE FIND ATTACHED AN ENLARGED DESCRIPTION OF THIS LOGIC.

WITH REGARD TO THE USE OF ENERGY FORMS IN HEALING:

NICOLA TESLA ORIGINALLY POSTULATED THAT ELECTRICAL WAVE FORMS COULD BE USED FOR HEALING DURING A SPEECH IN 1890. SINCE THAT TIME NUMEROUS ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS, PHYSICISTS AND SCIENTISTS HAVE DONE JUST THAT; A PARTIAL LIST OF WHOM WOULD BE RAYMOND ROYAL RIPE (THE BEST KNOWN); GEORGES LAKHOVSKY (QUIETLY WELL KNOWN, ALSO); MAURICE B. COOK (AUTHOR OF THE BOOK, "EINSTEIN DOESN'T WORK HERE ANYMORE"); DR. GEO. MERKL (AUTHOR OF THE BOOK, "INNER SPACE"); ANTONIO PRIORE; JON FOX; DR. SOLOMON; RUTH DOWNS (RADIONICS); GALEN HERNONMOS; DON BRANDT (I WITNESSED A CASE OF BONE AND TISSUE REGENERATION IN HIS CLINIC); DR. CHARLES MCWILLIAMS AND ED SKILLING (PROBABLY THE MOST PROLIFIC INVENTOR/ BUILDER OF ENERGY HEALING DEVICES IN THE WORLD TODAY).

RIPE, SOLOMON, MCWILLIAMS, FOX, MAURICE B. COOK, SKILLING AND I BELIEVE LAKHOVSKY ALL ARRIVED AT USING IONISED INERT GASES FOR THEIR WORK. AND, THERE ARE NUMEROUS OTHERS IN MORE RECENT TIMES THAT USE IONISED INERT GASES FOR HEALING.

DR. THOMAS BEARDON, RETIRED LT. COL. WAS THE U.S. ARMY'S MOST FAMOUS PHYSICIST. AND, HE ADVISES THAT IONISED INERT GASES PRODUCE A SCALAR FIELD. THERE IS QUITE SIMPLE LOGIC THAT SUPPORTS HIS CLAIM, BUT I THINK THAT DR. GLEN REIN ACTUALLY OBSERVED THIS.

THE BASE NATURE OF A SCALAR FIELD IS THAT IT IS COHERENT, TWO DIMENSIONAL AND NON-POLAR (AND, IS SAID TO CONTAIN BOTH TIME FORWARD AND TIME REVERSE COMPONENTS). ANY SCALAR FIELD IS SAID TO BE INFINITE. IF THE UNIVERSE IS PERMEATED BY A SCALAR FIELD, THEN IT MAKES SENSE THAT ANY ENERGY FIELD HAVING THE SAME ROOT NATURE WOULD HAVE TO BE, ALSO, INFINITE. SO, SINCE INERT GASES CREATE WHAT WOULD HAVE TO BE A NATURAL SHAPED SCALAR FIELD, THEN IT MAKES SENSE THAT THIS FIELD WOULD BE SUPPORTIVE OF OUR NATURAL DIVINE ORIGINS AND, THUS, HEALING.

NEXT CASE OF HEALING ENERGY: EVENTUALLY HEREIN IT WILL BE SHOWN THAT SUPERCONDUCTING ENERGY AND SCALAR FIELDS ARE LINKED TOGETHER.

NOW, SUPERCONDUCTORS (SC) FLOW ENERGY IN THE FORM OF LIGHT, NOT ELECTRICITY. IN ORDER FOR THE ELECTRICAL ENERGY TO FLOW ONTO THE SUPERCONDUCTOR (SC) IT MUST BE IN RESONANT HARMONY WITH THE SC. THEN ACCORDING TO THE COOPER PAIRING CONCEPT OF THE BCS THEORY OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY, THE ELECTRON PAIRS GET TOGETHER AND FORM PHOTONS BY HAVING ONE OF THE ELECTRONS SPIN FLIP (MY THEORY ON THIS LATER). THE BOTTOM LINE IS THAT LIGHT FLOWS (OR MAYBE MIRRORS OFF) WITHIN THE SC WITHOUT RESISTANCE. ENERGY CAN BE CONTINUALLY LOADED ONTO THE SC (UP TO A POINT) SO THIS ENERGY SEEMS TO EXHIBIT A TWO DIMENSIONAL NATURE IN THAT IT APPEARS TO OCCUPY THE SAME SPACE-TIME. THUS, LIGHT APPEARS TO EXHIBIT AN
ALL IN ONE ROOT WHICH MAY BE THE NATURE OF THE UNIVERSE
AND BELL’S THEOREM ESSENTIALLY PROVES THIS.

RE: BELL’S THEOREM:

IN THE EARLY 1930’S HIEZENBURG AND SCHRODINGER BASICALLY SAID
THAT THE SUB-ATOMIC WORLD WAS INFINITE, OBSERVER CREATED (THIS
WAS A WELL OBSERVED PHENOMENA IN EXPERIMENTS RUN IN THE LINEAR
ACCELERATORS OF THAT TIME) AND THAT THERE WAS NO REDUCTIONISM,
OR THIS EQUALS THAT, BECAUSE EVERYTHING IS INFINITE, WHICH
ELIMINATES COMPARISONS (ONE INFINITY CAN NOT BE COMPARED TO
ANOTHER). THESE IDEAS ESSENTIALLY BROUGHT SUB-ATOMIC PHYSICS
TO AN END. SO, IN 1937 EINSTEIN, PODOLSKY & ROSEN (EPR) CAME
UP WITH THE EPR THEORY WHICH WAS A THOUGHT EXPERIMENT THAT
BROUGHT US BACK INTO A MECHANISTIC WORLD OF REDUCTIONISM
(SEPARATENESS, DIFFERENCES AND COMPARISONS).

EPR SAID THAT IF ONE EMMITTED TWO PHOTONS SIMULTANEOUSLY IN
OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS, AND MEASURED THE LOCATION OF ONE AND THE
MOMENTUM OF THE OTHER, THEN WE WOULD KNOW THE MASS AND LOCATION
OF BOTH PARTICLES SIMULTANEOUSLY (TO THIS DAY NO ONE HAS
ISOLATED A SUB-ATOMIC PARTICLE IN SUCH A WAY THAT THEY CAN
DETERMINE ITS MASS AND LOCATION AT THE SAME TIME WHICH IS THE
DEFINING NECESSITY OF MATTER – MATTER DOES NOT EXIST).

BELL THEOIZED THAT THE TWO PHOTONS WOULD ACT THE SAME – MIRROR
EACH OTHER. THEN IN 1981 AT CERN, A FRENCHMAN NAMED ALAIN
SOMETHING ACTUALLY CAME UP WITH A VERY SIMPLE WAY OF EMMITTING
THE TWO PHOTONS TRAVELLING IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS. AND, BELL’S
THEORY BECAME A THEOREM AND THE EPR IS NOW A PARADOX; BECAUSE;
THE TWO PHOTONS DID MIRROR EACH OTHER AND WOULD ONLY YIELD
LOCATION OR MOMENTUM NOT BOTH. AND, AMONG MANY OTHER OBSERVED
ANOMALIES, IF YOU SENT ONE PHOTON INTO A MAGNETIC FIELD CAUSING
IT TO SPIN, THE OTHER WOULD SPIN, ALSO. IT IS CERTAINLY AS IF
THE TWO PHOTONS ARE CONTINUOUSLY CONNECTED OR OCCUPYING THE
SAME SPACE-TIME DESPITE TRAVELLING AWAY FROM EACH OTHER AT
TWICE THE SPEED OF LIGHT (THIS IS CONTRARY TO THE SPECIAL
THEORY OF RELATIVITY WHICH NEGATES THE POSSIBILITY OF TWO
SIMULTANEOUS EVENTS).

SCIENCE AND THE WORLD HAS YET TO ACCEPT THE IMPORTANCE
OF BELL’S THEOREM, WHICH ESSENTIALLY SAYS THAT WE ARE
ALL CONNECTED AND ARE ONE AND THE SAME WITH GOD.

NOW, WE HAVE THESE PESKY LITTLE PHOTONS FLOWING IN A SC. AND: ALL
SCS LEVITATE WHEN THEY ARE FLOWING SUFFICIENT ENERGY; ALL SCs
EXPEL MAGNETISM FROM THEIR CORE - A MOUNTAIN OF LEAD WILL NOT STOP
MAGNETISM BUT A SC WILL; ALL SCs CREATE A NON-POLAR
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD (SCALAR FIELDS ARE NON-POLAR); HOW DOES ONE
HAVE ELECTROMAGNETISM WITHOUT POLARITY? (AN ANSWER LIES IN THE
PHASE ANGLE BETWEEN THE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC COMPONENTS - MORE ON
THAT LATER); AND THIS NON-POLAR/MEISNER ENERGY IS SAID TO BE ABLE
TO RESURRECT DEAD DNA (WHICH IS PROBABLY WHY THE EGYPTIANS
MUMMIFIED THEIR LEADERS WITH OPEN MOUTHS - RESURRECTION, NOW THAT
IS SOME SERIOUS HEALING. NO OTHER MANIFEST MATERIAL ON THIS
PLANET DOES THESE THINGS - ITS LIKE THE SC IS: "IN THIS WORLD BUT
NOT OF IT."

ISN'T IT INTERESTING THAT NEITHER SCere NOR SCALAR WAVES ARE
DETECTABLE WITH "MODERN SCIENTIFIC" INSTRUMENTS. IN THE CASE
OF THE SCING PRECIOUS ELEMENTS, YOU CAN SEE THEM, BUT THEY ARE
NOT SPECTROGRAPHICALLY ANALYSABLE. IN-FACT, THIS IS THE CASE
WITH MOST SCere. AND, OF COURSE, SCALAR WAVES CAN NOT BE SEEN
OR DETECTED WITH AN OSCILLOSCOPE. HOWEVER, SOME TIMES AN
OSCILLOSCOPE WILL PICK UP A SCALAR WAVE AND REGISTER A LINEAR
DEFORMATION.

FURTHER AS ONE CAN SEE IN THE ATTACHED INFORMATION, THERE IS A
SCING FORM OF THE PRECIOUS ELEMENTS THAT HAS ANOMALOUS HEALING
PROPERTIES. I KNOW FOR A FACT THAT THIS WHITE POWDER OF GOLD
HEALED EVERYTHING IT CAME IN CONTACT WITH, IN THE WAY OF SKIN
PROBLEMS. AND, THE REPORTS OF HEALING NUMEROUS DEGENERATIVE
CONDITIONS (CANCER, AIDS, ARTHRITIS, ALZHEIMER'S AND EVEN AGING)
ARE TOO NUMEROUS TO BE FALSE. THEREFORE, ONE MIGHT REASONABLY
EXPECT THAT THE OTHER EFFECT IS POSSIBLE, i.e. TO MOVE ONE TOWARDS
ENLIGHTENMENT OR AT-ONE-MENT.

THE HUMAN BODY APPEARS TO BE SET UP TO BECOME A SC: FIRST:
THE ENERGY FLOWING IN SUPERCONDUCTORS AND IN FIBER OPTIC LINES IS
LIGHT ONLY. NOW, (ACCORDING TO UCLA) ALL OF THE BODY'S CONNECTIVE
TISSUE IS SCing AT NORMAL TEMPERATURES i.e. ALL OF THE LIGAMENTS,
TENDONS, CARTILAGE AND COLLAGEN - NO WONDER THE HANDS ARE SUCH
HEALING INSTRUMENTS; THE U.S. NAVAL RESEARCH LAB REPORTS THAT THEY
HAVE CONFIRMED THAT OUR CELLS COMMUNICATE IN A SCING RANGE; THE
CALCIUM IN OUR BONES AND THE CELL WATER IS STRUCTURED IN THE SHAPE
OF A TETRAHEDRON WHICH IS THE BASE SHAPE OF QUARTZ SILICA, WHICH
IS WHAT FIBER OPTIC LINES ARE MADE OF; DNA IS REPORTED TO BE A
SC; AND FRITZ POPP ADVISES THAT THERE IS A FORM OF (COHERENT)
LIGHT THAT CIRCULATES IN A TISSUE CULTURE OF HEALTHY CELLS
(MAINTAINING A SCALAR NATURE) AND IF THIS LIGHT BEGINS TO ESCAPE
THEN THE SAMPLE WILL BECOME DIS-EASED.

THEREFORE, IT STANDS TO REASON THAT THE ENTIRE BODY CAN BECOME ONE
SC AND LEVITATE - WALK ON WATER AND SUCH. ESSENTIALLY EVERY
RELIGION SAYS THAT WE ARE TO BECOME LIKE JESUS, BUDDHA OR SIA
BABA. AND, SIA BABA'S HEALING ASH CALLED VIBHUTI IS REPORTED TO
CONTAIN A GREAT AMOUNT OF THE PRECIOUS ELEMENT IRIDIUM IN THE
ALLOTROPIC SCING TWO DIMENSIONAL STATE.

SO, MAYBE WE CAN HELP OUR BODY BECOME A SC BY INGESTING THE WHITE
POWDER OF GOLD AS REPORTED BY THE EGYPTIANS, AND IN THE BIBLE,
AND IN THE VEDAS, AND IN THE BOOK OF NURMOR, ETC. THE ANCIENT RIGHT
OF PASSAGE REQUIRED A 40 DAY FAST WHILE ONE INGESTED ONLY THE
BREAD OF GOD (THE HIDDEN Manna) & WATER.

A FRIEND OF MINE HAS BEEN TAKING SEVERAL DIFFERENT FORMS OF
CONCENTRATED ALOE VERA & CARROT JUICE BOTH OF WHICH CONTAIN SCING
PRECIOUS ELEMENTS THAT ARE WRAPPED BY AMINO ACIDS SO THAT THEY ARE

BUT, MAYBE WE CAN RE-STRUCTURE OUR BODIES BY SIMPLY BEING IN THE PRESENCE OF A NON-POLAR FIELD. IF WE ARE, IN OUR CORE, AN ENLIGHTENED ALL-KNOWING, ALL-SEEING BEING? WHICH WE ARE; THEN, OUR COVERING/LIMITING VEILS OF JUDGEMENT, WHICH ARE ELECTRO-MAGNETIC IN NATURE, MUST BE PREVENTING US FROM EXPERIENCING ENLIGHTENMENT. AND, SINCE THESE VEILS ARE ELECTROMAGNETIC, ONCE WE UNDERSTAND THEIR SHAPE, THEN VIA RESONANCE WE CAN ALTER OR ALIGN THESE VEILS IN SUCH A WAY TO ALLOW OUR TRUE GODLY-SELF TO COME OUT FOR A VISIT.

WELL, THE ARC OF THE COVENANT SUPPOSEDLY LEVITATED (ACTUALLY ACHIEVED A STASIS IN SPACE WHERE IT WOULD NOT GO EITHER UP OR DOWN, BUT WOULD MOVE IN THE ONE PLANE - A SERIOUSLY TWO DIMENSIONAL STORY!). FURTHER, ONLY A HIGH PRIEST WAS ALLOWED TO APPROACH THE ARC - NORMAL PEOPLE WOULD BE KILLED BY IT (IF THE NON-POLAR FIELD IS FORCED TO BECOME POLARISED THEN ALL THE STORED ENERGY IS RELEASED LIKE A LIGHTENING BOLT, RESULTING IN A COOKED HEATHEN). IN-OTHER-WORDS, WE MIGHT VERY CAREFULLY RE-STRUCTURE OUR BODY VIA RESONANCE, BY SPENDING TIME IN A NON-POLAR FIELD, PLEASE BE ADVISED - IONISED INERT GASES CREATE COHERENT, NON-POLAR FIELDS. MY BELIEF IS THAT XENON IS THE ELEMENT TO USE, HOWEVER, ARGON IS USED EXTENSIVELY FOR HEALING. AND, MAYBE SINCE WE HAVE SEVERAL INERT GASES NATURALLY, THEN NATURALLY THEY SHOULD ALL BE USED.

ANOTHER HEALING COHERENT FIELD GENERATOR: A PHYSICIST I KNOW HAS INVENTED A DEVICE THAT ACTUALLY CREATERS A FIELD OF LINEAR DEFORMATIONS USING TRANSDUCERS. HIS DEVICE IS REPORTED TO HAVE REGENERATED EVERY ORGAN IN THE BODY AND REGENERATED LIMBS IN TWO CASES - THIS FROM 20 YEARS OF CLINICAL USE IN JAPAN.

WHAT'S THE RESULT OF BECOMING COMPLETELY HEALED? AT-ONE-MENT?

THEREFORE, AT-ONE-MENT/ENLIGHTENMENT INVOLVES BECOMING TOTALLY RESONANT WITH THE TWO DIMENSIONAL AMBIENT IMPLICATE ORDER/GOD. IN-OTHER-WORDS, THE ALL PERVERSIVE SCREEN ONTO WHICH WE ARE PROJECTED IS THIS TWO DIMENSIONAL INFINITE HONEYCOMB; AND, IF WE TOTALLY RESONATE WITH IT, THEN WE BECOME TWO DIMENSIONAL AND INFINITE (MIRRORED OFF EVERYWHERE). HOWEVER, IT IS UNLIKELY THAT ONE CAN COME COMpletely INTO RESONANCE WITH THE SCREEN IF THREE DIMENSIONAL THOUGHTS, FEELINGS, EMOTIONS AND BELIEFS ARE ATTACHED
TO ONE'S ASS. MEDITATION IS REQUIRED, THEREFORE.

DO YOU KNOW WHY BUDDHISTS NEVER BUY A VACUUM CLEANER?
- TOO MANY ATTACHMENTS.

ON THE WAY TO ENLIGHTENMENT: THE EGYPTIAN TEXTS SAY THAT THE
ENTIRE BODY IS HEALED EVEN OF THE EFFECTS OF AGING AND RETURNED TO
THE ORIGINAL 20 YEAR OLD BLUEPRINT. AND, AS HINTED ABOVE, WE
HAVE A RECENT REPORT OF A 67 YEAR OLD MAN LOSING ALL THE WRINKLES
IN HIS FACE AFTER 4 MONTHS OF TAKING A FORM OF THE WHITE POWDER
(THERE IS MORE THAN ONE CASE). ANYWAY, SO, ONE MUST BECOME
COMPLETELY HEALED WHICH MEANS THAT BROKEN BONES AND SUCH MUST BE
RESET. AND, THERE ARE REPORTS OF TERRIFIC PAIN INVOLVED WITH
THIS.

WELL, I'VE RUN DRY ON THE SCING STUFF FOR NOW AND BESIDES THE
ATTACHED INFORMATION HAS CONSIDERABLY MORE. SORRY ABOUT THE
MISPELLED AND PROBABLY NOT TOTALLY ACCURATE INFORMATION IN THE
ABOVE - THIS CAME ENTIRELY FROM MEMORY. NOW, I'D LIKE TO ADDRESS
THE OTHER FORMS OF ENERGY HEALING AND THE DANGLING THEORIES
REFERRED TO ABOVE.

PAST LIFE REGRESSION BY USING A NON-POLAR, TIME-ZERO,
INERT GAS FIELD:

DR. CHARLES MWILLIAMS OPERATES ON THE ISLAND OF NEVIS IN THE
CARIBBEAN. HE USES AN INERT GAS STROBE TO REGRESS PEOPLE THROUGH
THEIR PAST LIVES. THE RESULT BEING THAT CURRENT MALADIES ARE
RELEASED WHEN THE UNDERLYING EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT IS RE-VISITED,
ACCEPTED AND RELEASED. DR. CHARLES, ALSO REPORTS THAT HE
DEVELOPED A TECHNIQUE WHEREBY ONE CAN EXPERIENCE YOUR SOUL-SELF
WHICH IS AN ALL-KNOWING, ALL-SEEING STATE.

SO, MAYBE THIS TECHNOLOGY PROVIDES THE ROAD MAP TO AT-ONE-MENT AND
THE WHITE POWDER OF GOLD AND/OR THE IONISED INERT GASES SUPPLY THE
VEHICLE.

THIS RE-LIVING PAST LIVES AND RELEASING KARMA BRINGS ME TO A
CONCEPT THAT HAS OCCUPIED MUCH OF MY RECENT STUDY I.E. FREE WILL
VERSUS PREDETERMINISM. OF COURSE, THERE ARE MANY ANCIENT
PREDICTIONS THAT ARE ALL COMING TRUE RIGHT NOW; THE MOST
COMPPELLING OF WHICH IS THE BOOK CALLED THE "BIBLE CODE" BY MICHAEL
DROSNIN. DROSNIN, A NEWSPAPER REPORTER, REPORTS THAT TWO ISRAELI
MATHEMATICIANS DISCOVERED THE CODE IN THE BIBLE BY TREATING THE
FIRST FIVE BOOKS OF THE BIBLE WRITTEN IN HEBREW BY MOSES AS A
MATRIX, THEN BY ASKING THE COMPUTER TO MAKE VARIOUS SKIP INTERVALS
WITHIN THE MATRIX, WORDS AND SENTENCES ARE FORMED. THIS, 3000
YEARS AGO, PREDICTED IN THE BIBLE ARE THOUSANDS OF WORLD EVENTS
INCLUDING NAMES, DATES AND TIMES.

ALTHOUGH, I WOULD LIKE TO BE CONVINCED OF THE FREE WILL IDEA, THE
EVIDENCE FOR A PREDETERMINED WORLD IS BECOMING OVERTHROWING. SAI
BABAI EVEN FLATLY STATES THAT EVERYTHING IS PREDETERMINED.
HOWEVER, IT IS, ALSO, SAID THAT WITH LOVE WE CAN AT THIS POINT IN
TIME BEND OUR COLLECTIVE FATE TOWARDS A MORE PEACEFUL EXISTENCE.

A SOME WHAT SCIENTIFIC LOOK AT FATE: IF ONE THROWS A ROCK IN A LAKE THE RIPPLES GO ON INFINITELY IN TERMS OF DISTANCE AND TIME (SPACE-TIME). GIVEN RESONANCE OR MIRRORING, THEN THE FLIP SIDE IS TRUE, THAT INFINITY IN TERMS OF SPACE-TIME REFLECTS ITSELF HERE. FURTHER, IF ONE LOOKS AT ALL THINGS AS BEING DIVERSE COSMIC ENERGY FOCUSED ONTO THE IMPLICATE ORDER/HOLO-SCREEN, THEN THAT ENERGY HAS TO COME FROM INFINITY IN TERMS OF SPACE-TIME. AND, IF DIVERSE COSMIC ENERGY MUST BE FOCUSED TO MANIFEST MATTER, THEN THE HARMONY AND COORDINATION THAT ALLOWS THAT ENERGY FOCUS MUST INVOLVE ALL THINGS IN THIS REALM AND EVERY OTHER 3-D REALM (2-D DOESN'T SEEM TO BE AFFECTED BY THE 3-D, BUT IT LOOKS LIKE THE 2-D VERY MUCH AFFECTS THE 3-D), THEREFORE, THERE HAVEN'T BEEN A GRAIN OF SAND OUT OF PLACE ON THE BEACH FOR AEONS.

YOU KNOW MARATHA THINGS ALWAYS TURN OUT THE WAY THEY ARE SUPPOSED TO; IT'S LIKE YOU CAN'T PUT THE TOOTH PASTE BACK IN THE TUBE.

THE BIBLE CODE HAS MANY THOUSANDS OF EXACTITUDES IN TERMS OF THE DATES OF THOUSANDS OF EVENTS MANY OF WHICH ARE REPORTED IN THE RECENT BOOKS ON THE CODE. AND, THERE IS ONE SERIES OF EVENTS THAT HAS BEEN REPORTED ELSEWHERE INCLUDING U.S. TELEVISION. DURING THE DESERT STORM WAR ISRAELI INTELLIGENCE REALLY WANTED TO KNOW WHEN THE FIRST IRAQI SCUD WOULD LAND. SO, THEY USE THEIR BEST INTELLIGENCE AND SCIENCE TO TRY AND DETERMINE THE DATE AND THEY CAME UP WITH THREE DATES. THEN THEY CONSULTED THE CODE AND THE CODE GAVE THEM THE EXACT DATE (WHICH WAS ONE THAT THEY PICKED) AND THAT A TOTAL OF 60 SCUDS WOULD LAND AND THAT NOW ONE WOULD BE KILLED. NOW, THESE 60 SCUDS DESTROYED OVER 10,000 DWELLINGS; THEY WERE DIGGING ALIVE PEOPLE OUT OF GIANT PILES OF CONCRETE RUBBLE (THE REMAINS OF LARGE APARTMENT BUILDINGS). THE MILITARY LEADERS CALLED IT MIRACULOUS; I THINK IT WAS MORE LIKE DIVINE PROVIDENCE; PREDETERMINISM DEMONSTRATED IN A VERY CONCRETE AND MATTER-OF-FACT WAY. TO ME THIS SHOWS THAT ALL THINGS ARE DIVINE AND DIVINELY ORDERED - EVEN THE BLOCKS OF CONCRETE OBEYED AND ARE THEREFORE INFINITELY CONNECTED TO GOD.

THE YOGIS HAVE LONG SAID THAT OUR FREE WILL EXTENDS TO TURNING TO GOD OR NOT. NOW, IMAGINE THE FREEDOM OF LOSING THE ANCHOR OF OUR THREE DIMENSIONAL PRISON. IF ONE IS A TWO DIMENSIONAL BEING AND THE RULE OF THE UNIVERSE IS RESONANCE OR MIRRORING, THEN WHO IS THE NEXT TWO DIMENSIONAL BEING, IF IT IS NOT YOU, AND WHO IS THE NEXT, AND WHO IS THE NEXT, AND WHO IS THE NEXT. NOW, HOW MANY REALMS OR "DIMENSIONS" IS THAT.

SO, MAYBE DR. CHARLES MCWILLIAMS ON NEVIS HAS THE ULTIMATE HEALING DEVICE: A KARMA SCRUBBER. A METHOD OF RELEASING OUR 3-D EMOTIONAL "HOOKS" SIMPLY BE REVIEWING THEM, BUT, MORE IMPORTANTLY A WAY OF SPENDING TIME AS THE ALL-KNOWING, ALL-SEEING BEING THAT WE ARE OR AT LEAST THAT WE ARE SUPPOSED TO BE. THANK YOU MOTHER!!
ONWARD: MORE ABOUT COHERENT ENERGY HEALING:

AT THE BIO-ELECTRO-MAGNETICS INSTITUTE (BEMI) STUDY GROUP IN RENO, NEVADA THE FOLLOWING WAS PRESENTED: A KOREAN ACUPUNCTURIST NAMED JAE SHIM FROM BOULDER, COLORADO GOT THE IDEA TO USE THE LASER, HE WAS USING TO STIMULATE THE ACUPUNCTURE POINTS, ABOUT 4 TO 8 INCHES OVER A PATIENT’S BODY. THE RESULT WAS THAT THE LADY’S BAD BACK WAS CURED. SINCE THAT TIME HE HAS USED THE TECHNIQUE PRIMARILY FOR TREATING ADDICTIONS - IT APPEARED TO ME THAT HE WAS ACTUALLY REORGANISING THOUGHT FORMS IN THE AURA; DISPELLING ABERRANT THREE DIMENSIONAL BELIEFS WITH THE TWO DIMENSIONAL LASER LIGHT.

IN ANOTHER EXPERIMENT HE TREATED HIS COUSIN WITH AN INERT GAS LASER FOR TWENTY MINUTES. HE SPREAD THE LASER LIGHT ABOVE HER BODY USING A MIRROR THAT ROTATED AT ABOUT 10,000 CYCLES PER MINUTE. THE COUSIN WAS QUITE MIFFED BECAUSE SHE COULDN’T GET TO SLEEP FOR THREE DAYS THEREAFTER, WHICH IS, OF COURSE, CAUSED BY ENDORPHIN PRODUCTION, WHICH IS AN ATTRIBUTE OF THE ENLIGHTENED BRAIN!

THEN THERE ARE NUMEROUS USES OF SPIN ENERGY:

LIVE FOOD CONTAINS LIVING SPINNING ENZYMES THAT RESONANTLY ASSIST THE BODY’S DNA. THE CASES OF CURES USING LIVE FOOD ARE MANIFOLD; AS ARE THE GROUPS USING THEM. A PARTIAL LISTING: THE GERSON INSTITUTE, ANN WILMORE’S CLINICS, DR. GABRIEL COUSENS CLINIC ETC.

DR. PHIEFFER IN ILLINOIS USES LIVE FOOD WITH THE PROPER INCLUSIONS OF MICRO-NUTRIENTS TO COMPLETELY ALTER PEOPLE’S PERSONALITY, LITERALLY TURNING SERIAL KILLERS INTO CHOIR BOYS. AND, THE SCHIZOPHRENIA INSTITUTE OF THE USA CONFIRMS THAT LIVE FOOD IS THE ONLY KNOWN CURE - THUS, LIVE FOOD CAN ALTER EVEN GENETIC THOUGHT FORMS.

DON BRANDT, LT. COL. THOMAS BEARDON’S PROTEGE, USED A SPIN ENERGY DEVICE TO ACHIEVE THE CASE OF BONE AND TISSUE REGENERATION THAT I WITNESSED. I ACTUALLY MET THE LADY WHOSE FACE WAS RETURNED TO NORMAL. AND, HE SHOWED ME PICTURES OF LIMB REGENERATION ON A CAT.

THERE’S A COMPANY HERE IN ENGLAND, TECHNOFORM (SONICS) LIMITED, THAT HAS DEVELOPED AN ULTRA SOUND SPIN MACHINE THAT THEY USE TO MAKE PERFECTLY SMOOTH GUN BARRELS FOR WEAPONS. HOWEVER, THE TECHNOLOGY HAS BEEN USED TO LITERALLY CONVERT CANCER CELLS IN VITRO BACK TO NORMAL CELLS AND IT HAS BEEN USED TO CLEAN AND STRICITR WATER.

GIVEN THAT PAUL BOYER & JOHN WALKER WON THE 1997 NOBEL PRIZE FOR CHEMISTRY BY PROVING THAT ATP, THE ENERGY CURRENCY OF LIVING CELLS, IS A SPINNING ENZYME, THEN SPIN IS REQUIRED IN THE NORMAL CELL SO THAT IT CAN EAT; AND THE ULTRA-SOUND SPIN APPARENTLY FORCES THE CELLS TO EAT IN THE NORMAL HEALTHY MANNER.

THEN THERE ARE SEVERAL INSTANCES OF SPIN ENERGY BEING USED TO MAKE
SPOILED MILK FRESH AND DRINKABLE; NEUTRALISE ALL FORMS OF WASTE INCLUDING NUCLEAR; RUN OFF HARMFUL INSECTS IN A FIELD BUT ALLOW THE BEES AND FLIES TO STAY THAT MUST BE THERE FOR POLLINATION; REGENERATE METAL IN THE BLADES OF Razors USED FOR SHAVING, KEEPING THEM SHARP MAYBE FOR EVER, ETC. ETC.

SPIN ENERGY SEEMS TO CONTAIN ITS OWN INTELLIGENCE:

IN NATURE, QUARTZ CRYSTALS, TETRAHEDRONS AND FIVE-SIDED PYRAMIDS LIKE IN EGYPT, ALL FOCUS SPIN ENERGY. AND I HAVE A PLAUSIBLE THEORY AS TO WHY THEY DO BECAUSE OF THEIR SHAPE:

GIVEN THAT THE ANU IS MADE OF SPIN ENERGY AND THAT IT WAS IN ANCIENT TIMES WORSHIPPED AS GOD, THEN IT IS REASONABLE TO EXPECT THAT IT CONTAINS INTELLIGENCE. MY SUGGESTION IS THAT BY GOING "THROUGH THE EYE OF THE NEEDLE" IN THE CENTER OF THE ANU ONE FINDS SPACE AND EVERYTHING WITHIN SPACE.

RADIONICS, MENTIONED ABOVE IN RELATION TO RUTH DROWN S IS THE ABILITY TO USE A DEVICE TO HEAL AT A DISTANCE. MOST RADIONICS DEVICES HAVE A WITNESS WELL THAT IS COMPOSED OF ONE COIL WOUND ONTO ANOTHER COIL IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION. IF YOU LOAD BOTH COILS SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH A PULSED CURRENT THEY WOULD CREATE A SCALAR WAVE. IF YOU PUT A PIECE OF A PERSON'S HAIR OR A DROP OF THEIR BLOOD INTO THIS WITNESS WELL, ALONG WITH THE REMEDY THEY NEED, OR INPUT THE FREQUENCIES THEY NEED, A HEALING WILL OCCUR (NO MATTER WHERE THEY ARE ON THE PLANET). ALSO, IF YOU TAKE A POLAROID PICTURE OF A FIELD CROP AND CUT IT IN HALF AND PLACE IT IN THE WITNESS WELL WITH A DEAD BUG - NONE OF THAT TYPE OF BUG CAN BE FOUND IN THAT HALF OF THE FIELD, BUT THE OTHER HALF MAY BE INFESTED.

IF YOU LOOK DOWN INTO A WITNESS WELL OR AN ANU YOU WILL SEE BASICALLY THE SAME THING - ONE SPIN ONE WAY AND ONE THE OTHER. THIS APPARENTLY IS A DIRECT CONNECTION TO SPACE, AND WHAT DO YOU HAVE IN SPACE? TWO ANSWERS - NOTHING AND EVERYTHING. AND WHAT DO YOU HAVE IN ANY PIECE OF SPACE? - SAME TWO ANSWERS!! WHICH MUST BE TRUE OTHERWISE RADIONICS AND BELL'S THEOREM WOULDN'T WORK.

AND, HOW MUCH INTELLIGENCE DOES SPIN HAVE? - MAYBE ALL OF IT.

DR. MERKL'S LIFE CRYSTALS (SEE ATTACHED REPORT) ARE DESCRIBED AS BEING LITTLE STAR TETRAHEDRONS (QUARTZ IS ACTUALLY THIS SHAPE - SIX-SIDED) WHICH ARE A THREE DIMENSIONAL STAR OF DAVID WHICH CREATE MERRADAS INSIDE WHICH ARE ANUS.

MORE COHERENT STUFF: LASERS ARE TUNED WAVE FORMS AND YOU CAN'T HAVE A WAVE FORM WITHOUT SPIN (IN 3-D - MAYBE NOT TRUE IN 2-D). LASERMEDIC OUT OF MISSOURI CITY, TEXAS HAS AN FDA APPROVED SYSTEM THAT HAS DEMONSTRATED THE FOLLOWING ANOMALOUS EFFECTS: ADDING PIGMENT TO SKIN WHERE IT IS MISSING AND REMOVING EXCESS PIGMENT WHERE THERE IS TOO MUCH; STIMULATING TISSUE GROWTH BUT REMOVING SCAR TISSUE; CREATING AN IMMUNE RESPONSE BUT REDUCING INFLAMMATION WHICH IS AN IMMUNE RESPONSE; NORMALISE TISSUE; ETC.
ALL WITH THE SAME LIGHT - PRETTY SMART LIGHT, I'D SAY.


THEN BOTH FRITZ POPP'S WORK AND THE MORA CONCEPT DEMONSTRATE ENERGY FEED BACK LOOPS WHICH ARE JUST COHERENT SCALAR ENERGY. URIN THERAPY AND MOST FORMS OF MEDITATION ARE FEED BACK LOOPS. IN-FACT, OUR BRAIN IS A GIANT FEED BACK LOOP - EACH BRAIN CELL HAS AROUND 5000 CONNECTIONS TO OTHER NEURONS/BRAIN CELLS, ONLY 10% OF THOSE CONNECTIONS ARE "HARD WIRED" TO THE 5 SENSES THE REST ARE ALL FEED BACK LOOPS FOR OTHER PARTS OF THE BRAIN.

HOWEVER, THE LIMB REGENERATION ACCOMPLISHED BY ROBERT BECKER (AUTHOR OF THE "BODY ELECTRIC") AND STEVE SMITH (AT THE U. OF KENTUCKY, LEXINGTON) WAS DONE WITH VERY SMALL AMOUNTS OF HIGH FREQUENCY DIRECT CURRENT. CAN WE CONSIDER THIS REAL TIME DC TO BE COHERENT? I'M SO USED TO LOOKING AT SCALAR, SPIN AND LASER ENERGY THAT THIS THOUGHT ONLY JUST NOW OCCURRED TO ME.

THE POINT IS THAT 2-D COHERENT ENERGIES ARE REMARKABLY HEALING WHICH MEANS THAT THE ROOT NATURE OF LIFE MUST BE 2-D.

REGARDING WHY TETRAHEDRONS FOCUS SPIN IN THREE DIMENSIONS:

FIRST OF ALL: IN NATURE NOTHING GOES TO ZERO - THERE IS ALWAYS A HALF LIFE. IN WAVE MECHANICS THIS IS CALLED THE HALF-INTEGER AREA:

\[
\begin{align*}
+1 & \\
\vdots & \\
\vdots & \\
( ) & ( ) \\
\hline
( ) & ( ) \\
\end{align*}
\]

-1

-1

( ) ( ) - ACTUALLY ONE THIRD-INTEGER AREA

IF WE LOOK AT EVERY ORB IN THIS SOLAR SYSTEM WE WILL FIND AN ANOMALY AS 19.5 DEGREES OF LATITUDE. THE SUN SPOTS ON THE SUN, HAWAII, THE RED SPOT ON JUPITER ETC. IF YOU PLACE A TETRAHEDRON INSIDE OF A SPHERE WITH ONE POINT AT THE SOUTH POLE THEN THE OTHER THREE POINTS OF THE TETRAHEDRON WILL BE TOUCHING THE SPHERE AT 19.5 DEGREES NORTH LATITUDE - THE SINE OF 19.5 IS ONE THIRD.

THUS, THE SPIN EMANATING FROM THE ONE THIRD-INTEGER AREA OF A PASSING WAVE FORM, WHOSE WAVE LENGTH OR AMPLITUDE MATCHES ONE OF THE DIMENSIONS OF A QUARTZ CRYSTAL, WILL CAUSE THE CRYSTAL TO
AUTOMATICALLY RESONATE IN SPIN AND WAVE FORMS. AS THE SIDES OF THE CRYSTAL BEGIN TO VIBRATE THE WAVE FORMS WILL BE AMPLIFIED AND SPIN WILL COME OFF THE SIDES AT 90 DEGREES AND BE FOCUSED IN THE CENTER OF THE TETRAHEDRON CREATING AN ANU OR MERKABA WHICH FURTHER AMPLIFIES THE FREQUENCY OF THE CRYSTAL.

OH YES! WITH REGARD TO THE PHASE ANGLE BETWEEN THE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC COMPONENTS. IN 3-D THIS PHASE ANGLE IS ALWAYS 90 DEGREES - THE RIGHT HAND RULE OF ELECTRICITY ETC.


AS PROMISED, HERE WE HAVE FINALLY MERGED THE COHERENT IMPLICATE ORDER IDEA WITH SUPERCONDUCTANCE AND OTHER COHERENT ENERGIES I.E. THE ANU WITH THE ETHER AND WE HAVE SHOWN THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE 2-D AND 3-D FIELDS. 2-D FIELDS ARE INFINITE AND FREE, BUT IN 3-D FIELDS THE ANU MUST FLIP UP INTO A LOCKED 90 DEGREE POSITION WHICH SIMULTANEOUSLY LOCKS THE OBSERVER TO IT BECAUSE THERE IS NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE OBSERVER AND THE OBSERVED (BELL'S THEOREM, RADIONICS AND THE BAXTER EFFECT ALL SOLIDIFY THIS OBSERVATION - SNICKER, SNICKER); THEREFORE, ANY BELIEF OR OPINION IS BINDING AND LIMITING.

IT'S LIKE DRIVING FAST A LARGE ORCHARD - WHEN LOOKING AT THE 3-D TREES, THAT IS ALL YOU SEE; HOWEVER, AS YOU PASS EACH 2-D SPACE BETWEEN THE ROWS, YOU CAN SEE THE ENTIRE ORCHARD. BUT, YOU CAN'T GO DOWN THAT HALL WAY WITH YOUR CAR OR WITH ALL OF YOUR BELIEF SYSTEMS WHICH ARE LOCKED ANUS THAT ARE WRAPPED AROUND YOU LIKE THE LAYERS OF AN ONION (YOUR OWN PERSONAL, KARMIC LIGHT VEHICLE OR MANURE WAGON AND SPREADER).

IT'S LIKE YOU CAN'T CRAWL THROUGH A CULVERT WITH A BEACH BALL, ESPECIALLY IF YOU ARE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE BEACH BALL. SO THIS IS WHY AT DEATH WE GET TO REVIEW OUR ENTIRE LIFE AND IT IS, ALSO, WHY AT-ONE-MENT REQUIRES THAT WE MEDITATE ON THE LOSS OF THOUGHTS, BELIEFS AND OPINIONS - OUR ATTACHMENTS.

IN-OTHER-WORDS, OBSERVATION, JUDGMENT/CRITICISM OF THINGS AND EACH OTHER AND GRADING OUR CHILDREN SETS UP ATTACHMENTS THAT ARE LIMITING, DIMINISHING AND EVEN BLOCKING OUR PERCEPTION OF THE WHOLE. ALL THESE MEASUREMENTS ACTUALLY LOCK US INTO THIS 3-D 'REALITY' (YUK!) AND PREVENT US FROM SEEING THE WHOLE ORCHARD. THE TRICK IS TO LET GO OF ALL THE JUDGMENTS, OPINIONS ETC. AND
SURRENDER TO THE FLOW.

BUT, MAYBE LOVE UNLOCKS THE LOCK OF ILLUSION AND JUDGMENT:
SAI BABA SAYS:

START THE DAY WITH LOVE
FILL THE DAY WITH LOVE
SPEND THE DAY WITH LOVE
END THE DAY WITH LOVE
THIS IS THE WAY TO GOD.

NOW, SAI BABA AND OTHER SAINTS SAY THAT GOD IS LOVE (I THINK HE'S PROBABLY QUITE A BIT MORE THAN THAT). SO, LET'S LOOK AT LOVE.
LOVE IS DEFINED AS: FONDNESS, CHARITY, THAT WHICH DELIGHTS, AN EMOTIONAL ATTACHMENT, ETC ETC. LOVE HAS, ALSO, BEEN DEFINED AS SPIN ENERGY - IT IS A FAIRLY COMMON OCCURRENCE FOR THE HEART CHAKRA TO OPEN DURING A FEELING OF LOVE. THEREFORE, LOVE OF ALL THINGS MIGHT BE THE ONE ATTACHMENT THAT OFFERS FREEDOM FROM GRIEF.
LOVE MAY BE OUR ONE ACT OF FREE WILL THAT ALLOWS US TO TURN TO GOD.

IF LOVE IS SPIN ENERGY, THEN VIA RESONANCE IT MAY CAUSE THE ANU OF JUDGMENT TO LIE DOWN AND LINE UP WITH THE INFINITE AND ALLOW US TO GLIMPSE AND/OR BECOME ONE WITH THE ALL.

THE HINDUS DESCRIBE TWO OF THEIR TRINITY AS SPIN. THEREFORE, TO THEM GOD IS SPIN AND IS LOVE WHICH IS VERY COHERENT.

SO, NOW, WE ARE AGAIN AT BEING HAPPY AND LOVING EVERYTHING > IN-OTHER-WORDS, BEIN' REALLY HAPPY WITH NO EXCEPTIONS.

KNOW THIS:
LEADERS TEACH JOY & HAPPINESS
FOLLOWERS TEACH LAW & DOGMA


**GENETIC LOGIC**

YOU ALL, I’M SURE ARE AWARE THAT ALL LIFE IS QUITE AMAZING. THE MYRIAD OF COMPLEX FUNCTIONS WORKING IN TOTAL HARMONY WITHIN EVERY LIVING THING IS BEYOND A SIMPLE DESCRIPTION, WHICH IS WHY WE HAVE THE LIFE SCIENCES, MEDICINE, BOTANY, ZOOLOGY, ETC. AND, CERTAIN THINGS LIKE THE HUMAN IMMUNE SYSTEM DEFY ALL ATTEMPTS OF LOGICAL EXPLANATION.


OK! LET’S ENGINEER OUR DNA TO MAKE BETTER, STRONGER, HEALTHIER AND MORE INTELLIGENT HUMANS. (WE MIGHT AS WELL GET A COUPLE SHEEP WALKING AND TALKING WHILE WE ARE AT IT – SOMEBODY HAS TO DO THE WORK.) BUT ACTUALLY GENETIC ENGINEERING HAS BEEN GOING ON FOR A VERY LONG TIME – UP TO AND INCLUDING PRESENT TIME. THREE CASES IN POINT: THE SICKLE CELL ADAPTATION, AIDS IMMUNITY AND ALL OF THE 7 FOOT 300 POUND MEN PLAYING SPORTS. THERE ARE NO GENETIC PROGENITORS FOR ANY OF THESE CASES.

BY & LARGE THE SCIENCE OF GENETICS STATES THAT BABIES INHERIT THEIR TRAITS FROM THEIR PARENTS – BASICALLY THE DNA IS SUPPOSED TO BE SOMETHING LIKE A COMPUTER PROGRAM – THE PROGRAM GETS MODIFIED BY MIXING IT WITH OTHER PROGRAMS. BUT, IT IS DIFFICULT TO GET INFORMATION INTO A PROGRAM THAT DOES NOT EXIST. IN OTHER WORDS, ALL HUMAN TRAITS HAVE TO COME FROM A PIECE OF PRE-EXISTING INFORMATION, WHICH IS GLEANED OUT OF THE FAMILY TREE – ACCORDING TO THE SCIENCE OF GENETICS, WHICH IS WHY THEY WANT TO DO THE ENGINEERING...

SO, HOW DO WE EXPLAIN A WHOLE GROUP OF PEOPLE THAT HAVE SPONTANEOUSLY DEVELOPED IMMUNITY TO MALARIA BY THE MEANS OF HAVING THEIR RED BLOOD CELLS SICKLE AND ENGULF THE MALARIA PARASITES? OR, EXPLAIN HOW IT IS THAT MANY OF THE PROSTITUTES WORKING IN KENYA ARE IMMUNE TO AIDS. AND, WHERE ON EARTH DID THIS ENTIRE RACE OF 7 FOOT 300 POUND ATHLETES COME FROM IN THE LAST 30 YEARS? SOMEBODY HAS BEEN ADDING INFORMATION THAT WAS NOT THERE IN THE FIRST PLACE – ENGINEERING.

**SO, HOW DID HE OR SHE DO THAT?**

AS PREVIOUSLY REPORTED HEREIN, DNA IS USED TO MAKE NANO DEVICES (MICROSCOPIC MACHINES), BECAUSE DNA WILL SPONTANEOUSLY ORGANIZE ITSELF INTO TWO DIMENSIONS (2-D). IN ORDER FOR
SOMETHING TO BE 2-D, THERE MUST BE A SPACE IN BETWEEN THE PIECES. OK?

NOW DNA IS CREDITED WITH BEING THE ORGANIZING FACTOR OF ALL LIVING THINGS – IT CONTAINS THE BLUE PRINT FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL ORGANISM – TRUE TO A CERTAIN EXTENT, BUT TRUTHFULLY - POPPY COCK.


MOST OF THIS REPORT IS ABOUT HOW AND WHY WE SHOULD ALL BECOME FREE BY COMING INTO HARMONY WITH SPACE, WHICH IS REFERRED TO AS BECOMING ENLIGHTENED. AND, AT THE END OF THE DAY, THIS IS THE ULTIMATE FORM OF GENETIC ENGINEERING.

ONE MORE GENETICS MYSTERY: OF THE MILLIONS OF SPECIES OF MAMMALS ON THIS PLANET ONLY THREE DO NOT MANUFACTURE VITAMIN C IN THEIR BODY: HUMANS, GUINEA PIGS AND ONE OF THE PRIMATES (CHIMPS OR ORANGS). ALL THREE ARE LAB RATS. THE POINT IS THAT MOST GENETIC ALTERATIONS ARE FOR BENEFICIAL PURPOSES. IN THIS CASE, SOMEBODY HAS DELETED A SYSTEM THAT IS DESIGNED TO PROTECT THE BODY FROM AGING AND FREE RADICAL DESTRUCTION (VITAMIN C IS A POWERFUL ANTI-OXIDANT WHICH PROTECTS US AGAINST FREE RADICALS). THEREFORE, SOMEBODY ELSE HAS ENGINEERED HUMAN DNA. BECAUSE, IT IS GROSSLY OBVIOUS THAT NEITHER DID OUR DNA EVOLVE HERE, NOR COULD IT HAVE BEEN DIVINELY INSPIRED HERE. A DIVINE INSPIRATION MUST HAVE A PATTERN TO FOLLOW – AN IDEA. THE VAST MAJORITY OF DNA IDEAS HERE HAVE THE PURPOSE OF PROTECTING THEMSELVES AGAINST AGE ONSET DEGENERATION BY MAKING VITAMIN C IN THEIR BODIES. IN OTHER WORDS, THE MILLIONS OF OTHER SPECIES OF MAMMALS ON THIS PLANET ARE BETTER EQUIPPED TO LIVE HERE THAN WE HUMANS ARE. SO, WHO ENGINEERED US?

FURTHER, WHY HAVE WE NOT DIVINELY ENGINEERED US BETTER? WHY DO WE NOT LIVE TO THE RIPE OLD AGE OR 800 TO 1000 YEARS LIKE THE PEOPLE IN THE OLDEN DAYS? ALL DIVINE ENGINEERING REQUIRES IS
THE COLLECTIVE WILL TO CHANGE AND AN IMAGE OF WHAT THAT LOOKS LIKE (A DREAM). DREAMS COME FROM THE 2-D CONSCIENCE. YOU GET ENOUGH PEOPLE DREAMING THE SAME DREAM AND PRESTO CHANGEO YOU HAVE A NEW ORGANISM – LIKE THE 7 FOOT 300 POUND MEN THAT CAN MAKE A LOT OF MONEY ON SPORTS. TOO BAD, THIS ENLIGHTENMENT JOB DOESN'T PAY MONEY.

MORE SPACE TALK:

WHY BASIC COMMON SENSE, OF COURSE: THE FOLLOWING IDEAS COME FROM SRI POONJAJI OR PAPAII BY WAY OF A BOOK (HOW ABOUT NOW?) PUBLISHED BY HIS DEVOTEE, ARJUNA NICK ARDAHG WITH ADDITIONS BY THIS COWBOY.

NOW, IF YOU CAN NOTICE THAT YOU ARE HAVING A THOUGHT, THEN THERE MUST BE A PLACE WITHIN YOU WHERE THERE ARE NO THOUGHTS OTHERWISE IT WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE TO NOTICE THE DIFFERENCE. THIS THOUGHTLESS PLACE IS SPACE, BUT NOT JUST EMPTY SPACE. IF THOUGHTS ARE RECOGNIZED BY SPACE, THEN THEY REALLY MUST HAVE ORIGINATED IN SPACE, WHICH IS NOT TOO DIFFICULT, BECAUSE ALL THINGS HAVE THEIR ORIGIN IN SPACE.

BUT, AGAIN, NOT EMPTY SPACE. IT IS THE 2-D SUPER CONDUCTING SPACE THAT WE OPERATE IN, AND THIS SPACE CONTAINS INFINITE POTENTIAL (BUT, NOT SO, IF YOU LISTEN TO CRITICS). SO, WHO'S RIGHT: CRITICS OR THE INFINITE POSSIBILITIES THAT EMANATE FROM SPACE? THIS IS IMPORTANT, BECAUSE WE USE OPINION TO STRUCTURE OUR CHILDREN, WHICH IS QUITE CONTRARY TO THE PLACE THEY JUST CAME FROM. IS IT BETTER TO PROMOTE THE TRUTH OF INFINITE LOVE AND INFINITE POSSIBILITIES OR THE “TRUTH” OF LIMITATION?

YOU SEE THE DIFFERENCE: ALL THINGS ORIGINATE FROM A SPACE OF INFINITE POTENTIAL – LOVE. THIS IS A FACT, NOT A FAITH OR A BELIEF. THIS IS POINTING YOU DIRECTLY AT THE ABSOLUTE, THE IMMUTABLE, ALL-THAT-IS, THAT IS PRESENT IN ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING WITHOUT EXCEPTION. RECOGNITION OF THIS FACT REQUIRES THAT ONE SEE GOD IN ALL THINGS AND ALL PEOPLE, WHICH MEANS THAT CRITICISM OF ANY KIND IS A BLASPHEMY OF GOD.

SO, TRUTHFULLY, IT MAKES MORE SENSE TO HONOR ALL GOD GIVEN IDEAS AND EVENTS THAN IT DOES TO NEGATE ANYTHING. WHY? BECAUSE ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING THAT YOU CAN SEE AND ALL THINGS THAT YOU CANNOT SEE ARE SPACE/GOD.

FOR EXAMPLE: CAN YOU NOTICE THAT YOU CAN FEEL YOUR BODY: WHO IS NOTICING THAT FEELING? AT CERTAIN TIMES, YOU HAVE SAID TO YOURSELF, I'M VERY ANGRY. YOU ARE ANGRY COMPARED TO WHAT? THERE MUST BE A SPACE OF NO ANGER, NO JEALOUSY, NO ENVY, NO JOY, NO AWE, NO NOTHING FROM WHICH ALL OF THESE THOUGHTS, FEELINGS & EMOTIONS CAN BE PERCEIVED. SO, ALL THINGS SEEN AND UNSEEN COME FROM SPACE.

SO, IF SOMETHING MANIFESTS WITHIN SPACE: DO YOU SAY, “THAT’S NOT TRUE”? OF COURSE NOT, IT'S THERE, IT'S ABSOLUTE, IT'S
REAL, IT COMES DIRECTLY FROM GOD. NOW, YOU MIGHT NOT LIKE IT, BUT GOD DOES. YOU SEE, WHATEVER MANIFESTS WITHIN SPACE IS NURTURED, ACCEPTED AND TOLERATED BY SPACE – THE FEMALE ATTRIBUTES OF SPACE. THESE THINGS MANIFEST HERE AS HER DREAM TO EXPERIENCE. TALK ABOUT A “HIGHER POWER”, YOU HAVE NO IDEA – THIS IS ABSOLUTE DOMINION.

GRANTED SOME THINGS CERTAINLY DO NOT SEEM VERY GODLY, BUT THAT DOES NOT CHANGE THE FACT. I’M REMINDED OF THE YOGI SITTING WITH COBRAS CRAWLING ALL OVER AND AROUND HIM. WHEN ASKED IF HE WAS AFRAID, HE RESPONDED, “AFRAID OF WHAT, I SEE NOTHING BUT GOD!” SO, WE ARE ALWAYS TRYING TO CHANGE THINGS FOR THE “BETTER”, WHEN, IN-FACT, ALL WE NEED TO CHANGE IS OUR PERCEPTION. WE MUST ACCEPT THAT ALL THINGS ARE GOD AND TREAT THEM AS SUCH, BEFORE WE KILL THE PLANET.

NOW, I WANT TO MAKE A DISTINCTION BETWEEN THE CONCEPT OF SPACE (A VACUUM/GOD) AND SPACE/GOD. FIRST OF ALL, WITHIN THIS REGION OF SPACE/THE INFINITELY LONELY VACUUM, THERE EXISTS AN INFINITE HONEYCOMB WHICH IS THE ETHER, THE PROJECTION SCREEN, THE IMPLICATE ORDER. SO, ACCORDING TO THE UNIFORM FIELD THEORY, WE HAVE ALTERNATING ANUs AND GAPS, WHICH ARE PIECES OF PREGNANT SPACE. THIS PREGNANT SPACE IS A SUPER CONDUCTING SPACE WHERE THE ELECTRIC AND MAGNETIC COMPONENTS RUN PARALLEL TO EACH OTHER – IN BETWEEN THESE TWO ENERGY COMPONENTS LIES INFINITE POTENTIAL, WHICH IS LOVE. THESE PARALLEL ENERGIES ARE ALWAYS FOUND WITH A SPIN AROUND THEM. A NIELSON-OLSEN VORTEX SURROUNDING A HIGGS SUPER CONDUCTING VACUUM, WHICH IS THIS PREGNANT SPACE.

SO, IN SIMPLE TERMS, THESE ARE TUNNELS OF LOVE – JUST LIKE WHAT THE 8 MILLION NEAR DEATH EXPERIENCES HAVE TOLD US. AND, IT’S LIKE, IF YOU WERE AN INFINITELY LONELY BEING AND ALL OF A SUDDEN WITHIN YOUR SPACE SOMETHING MANIFESTED – YOU WOULD LOVE IT INFINITELY & UNCONDITIONALLY, JUST LIKE A MOTHER. TRUTHFULLY, YOU ARE BOTH, THE INFINITELY LONELY BEING AND THE INFINITELY LOVING BEING – IT’S JUST THAT WE ARE TRICKED BY THE ILLUSION OF THIS 3-D “REALITY”.

NOW, VIRTUALLY EVERY RELIGION STATES THAT WE ARE TO SURRENDER TO THE HIGHER POWER. FOR EXAMPLE: THE WORD MOSLEM LITERALLY MEANS: SURRENDERED TO GOD. SHOW ME ONE RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATION WHO'S GOAL IS TO TAKE EVERY MAN WOMEN AND CHILD THROUGH TO ENLIGHTENMENT: AT-ONE-MENT WITH GOD, TOTALLY SURRENDERED, SOVEREIGN & FREE. IT IS VERY SIMPLE, NO SUCH ORGANIZATION EXISTS ON A PLANETARY SCALE; PRIMARILY, BECAUSE THE LAW GIVERS WITHIN EACH RELIGION WANT TO BE RIGHT - PURVEYORS OF THE ONE TRUE RELIGION. AND, AT THE END OF THE DAY THEY ARE TOTALLY FUCKING WRONG. THE SURRENDER IS NOT TO THEIR SYSTEM OF WORDS & LAWS, THE SURRENDER IS TO THE INNATE WHOLE BEING THAT YOU ARE, WHICH IS AN INFINITELY POTENTIAL SPACE. YOU ARE TO BECOME YOURSELF – TOTALLY FREE, SOVEREIGN, OMNIPOTENT (WHICH IS
YOUR ROOT NATURE AS HEREIN PROVEN AS FACT, NOT A BELIEF OR A
FAITH, BUT AN IRREFUTABLE FACT), AND YOU ARE THEREFORE: ALL
KNOWING, ALL LOVING – ALL EVERYTHING.

WHICH GIVES RISE TO ANOTHER POINT: DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION
ABOUT THE WORD F*****G? DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION ABOUT THE
WORD LOVE? DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION ABOUT THE WORD GOD? WELL
IN ORDER TO COME IN HARMONY WITH SPACE, YOU MUST HAVE NO
OPINIONS, NO THOUGHTS, NO FEELINGS OR NO EMOTIONS, BECAUSE IF
YOU DO, THEN YOUR ASS WILL BE TIED TO THAT, INSTEAD OF ALL-THAT-IS/SPACE. IN OTHER WORDS, IF YOU PERCEIVE SOMETHING OTHER THAN
GOD, THEN YOU ARE VIRTUALLY IDENTIFYING THAT THING AS GOD. SO,
HAVING AN OPINION ABOUT F*****G IS TO MAKE A GOD OUT OF IT. AND,
LET ME ASSURE YOU, YOU CAN ENJOY THE EXPERIENCE OF THAT OPINION
AND ALL OF YOUR F*****G OPINIONS FOR ETERNITY IF YOU WISH, WHICH
IS LIKE GOING TO HELL I.E. HAVING OPINIONS AND HELL ARE THE SAME
PLACE. AGAIN CHECK OUT THE MOVIE GROUND HOGS DAY.

YOU SEE, WE HAVE ONE FREE WILL CHOICE, TO TURN TO GOD OR NOT. THE YOGIS HAVE BEEN TELLING US THIS FOR 7000 YEARS. AND,
EVERY RELIGIOUS TEXT ON THIS PLANET STATES THAT WE ARE ALL TO
BECOME GODS OR GODLIKE, LIKE JESUS, BUDDHA, MOHAMMED,
HORUS/THOTH, HERMES AND SAI BABA TO NAME A FEW OF THE GODLIKE
BEINGS THAT HAVE GRACED THIS PLANET WITH THEIR DIVINE EXAMPLE
FOR US TO FOLLOW.

DIRECT INJECTIONS OF GOD!!
SOUNDS PRETTY HEAVY DOESN'T IT?

THIS COLLECTION OF MATERIAL IS NOT REALLY LIGHT READING
ANYWAY. BUT, LOGIC ACTUALLY SHOULD GENERATE A SENSE OF
FREEDOM, WHICH IS WHAT IT MEANS TO BECOME A GOD LIKE BEING I.E. TOTAL
FREEDOM.

NOW, WE'VE SEEN THAT THE ROOT OF DNA, THOUGHTS, FEELINGS,
EMOTIONS AND ALL REALITY IS SPACE – THE SPACE WHICH CONTAINS
INFINITE POTENTIAL. SO, WHAT IS THIS SPACE (        )? THE ANSWER
COMES IN THE FORM OF ANOTHER QUESTION: “WITHIN THE ENTIRETY OF
SPACE, WHAT DO YOU HAVE?” AND, THERE ARE TWO ANSWERS:
“NOTHING” AND “EVERYTHING”. SO, WHAT DO YOU HAVE IN ANY PIECE
OF SPACE? THE SAME TWO ANSWERS: NOTHING & EVERYTHING.

THEREFORE, ALL THINGS THAT OCCUPY SPACE ARE GOD. THIS IS
NOT DIFFICULT LOGIC, GRANTED, A LITTLE HEAVY, BUT THE LOGIC IS
VERY STRAIGHT FORWARD – LEAD PIPE LOGIC AND THAT IS HEAVY.

SO, ANYTHING THAT IS TWO DIMENSIONAL (2-D) MUST HAVE A GAP
IN BETWEEN OR SPACE/GOD. OUR CHALLENGE IS TO ADJUST OUR VISION
AND PERCEPTION TO SEE ONLY THAT.

ALL COHERENT ENERGIES ARE 2-D AND THEREFORE MUST BE
SEPARATED BY A GAP OR ACTUALLY CONNECTED DIRECTLY WITH GOD/A
PIECE OF SPACE. AS, WE HAVE SEEN THERE ARE MANY HEALING BENEFITS
AVAILABLE FROM 2-D ENERGIES. TO REFRESH YOUR MEMORY, THE
EXAMPLES ARE: POLARIZED LIGHT, LASER LIGHT, MONOCHROMATIC LIGHT, INERT GAS LIGHTS, SPIN ENERGY, CRYSTALS, THE WHITE POWDER OF GOLD WHICH CONTAINS 2-D SUPER CONDUCTING ENERGY, CERTAIN SINGLE FREQUENCIES, LOVE, PRAYER, HANDS, HUGS, MASSAGE, THOUGHTS, MEDITATION, SINGING AND ESPECIALLY GROUP MEDITATION (WHEREVER TWO OR MORE ARE GATHERED) – TO NAME A FEW.

THEREFORE, ALL OF THESE THINGS ARE DIRECT INJECTIONS OF GOD. THINK ABOUT IT.

OR

BETTER YET, STOP THINKING ALL TOGETHER. JUST LET GO AND LET GOD. TAKE A GROUP OF YOUR FRIENDS AND JUMP EMPTY HANDED INTO THE VOID, BECAUSE BY DOING SO YOU WILL GAIN THE ENTIRE KINGDOM.

NOW, THERE ARE SOME THAT HOLD THAT BEING EMPTY IS ENLIGHTENMENT – GRANTED IT IS QUITE PEACEFUL AND IF ONE HAS NO THOUGHTS OR NO THOUGHTS OTHER THAN GOD AT DEATH, THEN YOU BECOME THAT THOUGHT/IMAGE, WHICH MEANS THAT IF YOU HAVE NO THOUGHTS NOW, THEN YOU ARE ALL READY THAT – ALL THAT IS.

ANOTHER WAY OF PUTTING THIS IS: THAT YOU BECOME SO OBJECTIVE, SO WITHDRAWN INTO THE VOID, THAT YOU BECOME THAT, WHICH IS TOTALLY SUBJECTIVE – NOTHING AND EVERYTHING.

HOWEVER, I’M A SHOW ME TYPE GUY: THEREFORE, IF ONE IS ENLIGHTENED, THEN SHE/HE MUST BE WALKING ON WATER AND HEALING BY THE TOUCH, JUST LIKE JESUS AND A WHOLE HOST OF OTHER GOD REALIZED BEINGS, A FEW OF WHOM ARE WALKING THE PLANET RIGHT NOW. OK, SO HOW DO WE DO THAT?:

WELL EVERY RELIGIOUS TEXT ON THIS PLANET TALKS ABOUT A SUBSTANCE THAT THE PROPHETS TOOK TO BECOME PROPHETS TO START THE RELIGION AND THAT SUBSTANCE IS THE WHITE POWDER OF GOLD, WHICH IS A 2-D, SUPER CONDUCTING MATERIAL JUST LIKE OUR DNA AND ALL OF OUR CONNECTIVE TISSUE. SO, WE ARE ALREADY PARTIALLY SUPER CONDUCTING, WHICH EXPLAINS WHY EVERYBODY HAS GLIMMERS OF THE SUPER TALENTS, LIKE DÉJÀ VU, LIKE PRECOGNITIVE DREAMS, LIKE FEELINGS, LIKE VIBES, LIKE HEALING ABILITIES, ETC. (DIRECT INJECTIONS)

THE FALL FROM GRACE CAME WHEN EVE TOOK THE FRUIT OF THE TREE OF KNOWLEDGE – THE MORE YOU KNOW - THE LESS CONNECTED TO GOD.

ONE MORE POINT ABOUT OUR INNATE AMAZING ABILITIES: WE ARE ALL ALCHEMISTS. NOW, ALCHEMY IS DESCRIBED AS THE CONVERSION OF ONE BASE ELEMENT INTO ANOTHER WITHOUT ANY CHEMICAL REACTION, WHICH IS HELD TO BE IMPOSSIBLE BY SCIENCE. HOWEVER, THE SAME SCIENCE OBSERVES THAT A FIELD CROP WILL CONTAIN 10 TIMES MORE MAGNESIUM THAN IS TAKEN UP FROM THE SOIL – WHERE DOES ALL OF THIS MAGNESIUM COME FROM? THE PATTERSON POWER CELL HAS BEEN OBSERVED TO TRANSMUTE METALS BY SEVERAL DIFFERENT U.S. UNIVERSITIES. THE COMMON FREE RANGE CHICKEN APPARENTLY
Converts mica into the calcium coating around its eggs. And, humans must have 72 micronutrients in order for the cells to function properly. How many of you eat a totally organic diet? You see organically grown produce contains the 72 micronutrients. So, we are all alchemists – one of the super talents.

So, why don’t very many of us heal by the touch? – we all do, we just don’t practice it very much. Have you ever hurt yourself and immediately held that spot with your hand? Feels better – doesn’t it? Why don’t you go ahead and cure cancer with this healing power of yours? Because nobody has told you that you can. The problem is that it takes several people and a continuous effort of holding their hands on the sick person to do this, but it has been done. Of course, if it is God’s will – but when she sees a whole bunch of us divining/praying for the same thing – well, this is love. Besides what mother would deprive her children, even if they are idiots – do you resemble that remark?

Anyway, we all have these super natural talents – they call them, which is bull shit – these are our natural talents, being an enlightened being is our natural, actually aboriginal state. Check out some of the talents that the Australian aborigines, alaskan eskimos, all children and african bushmen display.

The way we develop all of our super natural abilities is explained in the ancient texts. We must love all things unconditionally, we must take the white powder of gold during a 40-day fast and we must endure the dark night of the soul. The net result of which is that we become a super conducting, super being, who can and does walk on water and heal by the touch.

Or, in other words, we become two dimensional. In order to be focused in 2-d, one can have no 3-d interfering factors. Example: in a sample of the white powder of gold if there is one interfering atom, then the whole sample will reflect that one atom. If in our beady little brain, we have one thought, then we are that thought. And, if you have one opinion, then we’ve all got a serious problem – you – another educated idiot.

And, another problem: in the bible it says, “there is a white stone and on it will be written a new name.” We become a different person with a new name – our god given name. Why would I want to do that, when I could play basketball or go shopping or go skiing (as in my case)? So, who are you? that or that? What are you looking at? Because, that is what you are. So, actually it is what are you, not who. The who we all are (plural), is space (singular) – but, what you are, is all of the things/labels that you identify or accept. So, the who that you think that you are, is just a collection of labels - a bunch of
SHIT – THE DIVINE WHO THAT YOU REALLY ARE, IS JUST THAT. AND, THAT HAS A NEW NAME – IS NOT THE SAME PERSON.

SO, IF WE EXERCISE OUR ONLY FREE WILL CHOICE, TO BECOME ONE WITH GOD, THEN WE HAVE TO GO ON A 40 DAY FAST AND LOSE OUR MIND. BUT, HEREIN WE SUGGEST A SIMPLER WAY: 1) CLEAN THE BODY OF AS MANY INTERFERING ATOMS AS POSSIBLE WITH A PROPER DIET, PROPER DENTISTRY, AND A PURIFICATION RUN DOWN. 2) CLEAN THE KARMA WITH A PROPER AND COMPLETE PAST LIFE REGRESSION (DR. CHARLES ON NEVIS. PHONE: 869 469 9490) – THIS SHOULD RESULT IN EXPERIENCING THE ALL KNOWING AND ALL SEEING STATE AND THUS, ELIMINATE THE DARK NIGHT OF THE SOUL, (IF YOU READ THE STORIES ABOUT THIS, WRITTEN BY PEOPLE THAT HAVE GONE THROUGH AN ENLIGHTENMENT EXPERIENCE, THEN YOU’LL SEE WHY WE WANT TO AVOID THE DARK NIGHT). 3) CONVERT THE BODY TO A COMPLETE 2-D SUPER CONDUCTOR, BY RESONANCE – SPENDING TIME IN A 2-D ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD, WHICH IS AVAILABLE BY MEANS OF POWERFUL INERT GAS LIGHTS AND/OR BY TAKING THE WHITE POWDER OF GOLD.

SO, WE USE A DIRECT INJECTION OF GOD’S ENERGY TO BRING US IN RESONANT HARMONY WITH GOD – ENLIGHTENED. THEN WE CAN PLAY SOME MEAN BASKETBALL. ALL OF US COSMIC COWBOYS CAN DO ANYTHING WE WANT.

YOU SEE, IN 2-D THERE IS NO TIME AND EVERYWHERE IS THE SAME/UNIFORM – SO, YOU CAN BE ANYWHERE, ANY TIME, AND ANY FORM YOU CHOOSE – THESE BEINGS ARE DESCRIBED AS EXTRA-DIMENSIONALS AS OPPOSED TO EXTRA-TERRESTRIALS. AND, THERE ARE SEVERAL OF THESE RUNNING AROUND THIS PLANET, NOW. IF YOU REALLY STUDY ABOUT SAI BABA, BABAJI, LORD MAITREA, AND PETER THE MAGIC MAN OF THE MOUNTAIN, YOU’LL KNOW. HAVE YOU SEEN ANY NEWS REPORTS ABOUT ENLIGHTENED BEINGS? DO THEY PLAY BASKETBALL? HOW MUCH DOES THAT JOB PAY? OBVIOUSLY ZIP – BUT!!! HOW DOES IT FEEL?